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Summary 
Dilute Magnetic Semiconductor (DMS) has been the focus of many studies 
recently as it has potential applications in the fields of microelectronics, spintronics, 
optoelectronics etc. due to its unique structural and magnetic spin properties. In the thesis, 
the formation and characteristics of DMS thin films have been investigated. The DMS 
thin films are synthesized by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. The research 
objective is to analyze the structural and magnetic properties of the DMS thin films. The 
major characterization techniques used are X-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). It was found that the 
deposition temperature plays an important role in controlling the intrinsic DMS formation. 
Higher deposition temperature is needed in developing smoother and completely single 
phase solid solution thin film. The presence of oxygen gas during the deposition is also 
an important factor to create magnetization. Oxygen deficiency is believed to have 
reduced the ferromagnetism property. 
In this thesis, three main systems have been studied; Co-doped TiO2, Co-doped 
ZnO and Cu-doped ZnO. Doping cobalt is the conservative principle where most of the 
researchers are doping magnetic elements into DMS to create magnetism. However, 
doping of copper, a non-magnetic element is to prove that the intrinsic magnetic property 
is created from the spin-spin interaction in the thin film but not from the small magnetic 
cluster formation. Clusters of copper and secondary phases of coppers are non-magnetic.
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Chapter 1  Introduction and Literature Review 
 Materials science has driven and been driven by the modern revolutions of 
science and technologies. Many materials have been invented and made into very 
practical use in our everyday life. One of the most successful examples of new invented 
materials in the last century was the semiconductor. Since its discovery, it has been 
extensively used in different applications, such as integrate circuits, data storage, sensors 
and electronic devices. 
 However, the need to create new materials with advance properties has being 
increased in the society. In order to accommodate the rising demands, people nowadays 
aim to modify the semiconductors for better functions. For the same reason, the aim of 
this project is to design a new material rather than haphazardly looking for unknown 
materials to support the high social demands. To design a material is to understand the 
material from the fundamental point of view, so that the material is created with desired 
properties and functions.  Based on this ultimate goal, this thesis is mainly devoted to 
synthesize a new group of materials called dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS).  
 The conventional electronics manipulate electronic charges, but in DMS, it 
manipulates the electronic spin. Application of an external magnetic field does not 
produce a significant response by the magnetic ions in ordinary magnetic semiconductors. 
In contrast to magnetic semiconductors, the magnetic ions in DMS respond to an applied 
magnetic field and change the energy band gap and impurity level parameters. DMS is 
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different from magnetic semiconductors in which one of the two sub-lattices is 
constituted by magnetic ions. The incomplete d-shell of the magnetic atoms gives rise to 
a variety of properties in which their localized magnetic moment plays an important role 
in DMS. Under an external magnetic field, DMS is sensitive to the spin-spin interaction 
which is believed to cause a large increase in Faraday rotation and finally result in giant 
negative magneto resistance [1.1]. These various unique characteristics of DMS make 
them different from the ordinary magnetic semiconductors.  Therefore, DMS is able to 
offer the possibility of studying magnetic phenomena in crystals with a simple band 
structure and excellent magneto-optical and transport properties. It also gives rise to the 
possibilities for many sensing and switching applications in high-speed and high-density 
memory, quantum interface devices and magneto-optical devices. 
 The characteristics, properties and applications of the DMS will be further 
discussed in the following chapters. This group of new materials has the potential to 
realize new electronic devices in the near future. 
1.1 Dilute Magnetic Semiconductor (DMS) 
1.1.1 Literature review 
Traditional approaches to use spin are based on the alignment of a spin relative to a 
reference magnetic field. The spin of the electron was ignored in the mainstream charge-
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based electronics. However, a technology has emerged called spintronics, where it is not 
the electron charge but the electron spin that carries information. This breakthrough 
offers opportunities for a new generation of devices combining standard microelectronics 
with spin-dependent effects that arise from the interaction between spin of the carrier and 
the magnetic properties of the material. Spintronic materials have proven many useful 
applications and very promising in industry. Dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) 
form an important family in the spintronics materials. 
The DMS, alloys between nonmagnetic semiconductors and magnetic elements is 
the next generation of magnetic semiconductors [1.2]. They are semiconductors formed 
by replacing a fraction of the cations in a range of compound semiconductors by the 
transition metal ions. The term DMS is usually reserved for single-phase systems to 
differentiate them from the systems where magnetic second phases are incorporated as 
precipitates. Formation of the DMS can also be described as alloying an ordinary 
semiconductor with magnetic ions. These materials can exhibit a wide range of magnetic 
properties, from paramagnetism, to spin-glass behavior, and even to ferromagnetism.  
Conventional DMS have been confined to a limited spectrum of semiconductor 
materials only. Some examples of the conventional DMS are Cd1-xMnxTe, Zn1-xFexSe, 
Pb1-xMnxTe and In1-xMnxAs, where x indicates the fraction of the magnetic cations that 
are randomly replaced for the semiconductor lattice. The conventional II-VI 
semiconductor (e.g: CdTe and ZnSe) based magnetic semiconductors have been studied 
for over two decades. The Mn ion has often been used as a major spin injector in 
conventional DMS as the Mn-doped systems have yielded giant magneto resistance 
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(GMR). The discovery of the GMR effect is considered the beginning of the new spin-
based electronics. In the years 1988 and 1990, Baibich et. al. [1.3] and Barnas et. al. [1.4] 
reported the GMR effect in Fe/Cr magnetic superlattices. Since its discovery, much effort 
has been directed towards the understanding of the physics underlying the unusual 
phenomena associated with these special semiconductors. Because of the promising 
applications and advance features, Reuscher et. al. [1.5] and Sirenko et. al. [1.6] also 
subsequently showed significant results from the similar concept on CdTe/Cd1-xMgxTe 
system in year 1996. Besides the GMR effect, Mn doped DMS also shows magneto-
optical effect which has already been used for the practical application as an optical 
isolator [1.7]. However, there are some drawbacks in the conventional DMS system. 
Several tens of molar per cent of Mn can be doped into II-VI semiconductors, whereas 
the electron density is only 1019 cm-3 at most. II-VI based DMS has been difficult to be 
doped to create p- or n-type semiconductors. Meanwhile, this group of DMS can only 
produce a low ferromagnetic Curie temperature, Tc [1.8]. These drawbacks make this 
type of materials less attractive for industrial applications. 
Due to these disadvantages, an evolution of doping III-V semiconductors is 
invented by Ohno et. al [1.1, 1.9] in the year of 1998. They proposed another promising 
group of new material, Ga1−xMnxAs and studied the materials intensively. This system 
was found to have a Tc as high as 140 K due to the strong p-d exchange interaction 
intermediated by the mobile holes. Since then, many researchers have used different 
methods to create ferromagnetism in III-V DMS. For example: light-induced 
ferromagnetism [1.10], injection of polarized spin into the semiconductors [1.11, 1.12] 
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and modulation of Tc by an electric field effect [1.13]. The major obstacle in making III-
V magnetic semiconductors has been the ferromagnetic Tc beyond room temperature. 
In order to accommodate the practical use at room temperature, a major 
breakthrough was made by changing the III-V semiconductor based to oxide 
semiconductor. Table 1.1 shows that the ferromagnetic oxide semiconductor has the Tc 
above 300 K and the carrier density of 1022 cm-3.    
Table 1.1: Properties of typical ferromagnetic conductors [1.8]. 
Material Tc (K) Polarization (%) Carrier Density (cm-3) 
Ferromagnetic 
Metal 
~ 103 10 - 40 1023 
Ferromagnetic 
Semiconductor 
~ 200 ~ 80 1016 – 1022 (p-type) 
Ferromagnetic 
Perovskite Oxide 
< 400 ~ 100 1022 (p-type) 
Ferromagnetic Oxide > 300 ? 1018 – 1022 (n-type) 
The development of the new oxide-DMS (ODMS) applications continues to grow 
at a rapid pace. The new discovery in the field came with the theoretical predication of 
magnetic ordering above room temperature in Ga1-xMnxAs system by Dietl et. al. [1.14]. 
Furthermore, Sato and Katayama et. al. [1.15] also predicted by first principle band 
calculation that the ZnO doped with V, Cr, Fe, Co and Ni can be ferromagnetic. They 
found that their magnetic states are controllable by changing the carrier density. There 
has been increasing interest and considerable experimental and theoretical activities 
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focused on this new magnetic oxide semiconductors as they have some unique properties 
that enhance their potential applications in a wide range of opto-electronic and spintronic 
devices. This thesis is focused on two most important types of oxide semiconductors: 
zinc oxide and titanium dioxide. The review of the oxide based DMS (ODMS) will be 
discussed further in session 1.2. 
1.2 Oxide Dilute Magnetic Semiconductor (ODMS) 
1.2.1 Literature review  
This session introduces the magnetic oxide semiconductor as oxide semiconductor 
based DMS to provide Tc above room temperature. Among the oxide semiconductors, 
ZnO and TiO2, have been most extensively studied.  There have been many reports on the 
fabrication of transition-metal doped ZnO or TiO2. Both bulk and thin film specimens 
have been synthesized. ZnO has been doped with various transition metals (TM), whereas 
TiO2 has been doped mostly with cobalt.  
ZnO doped with transition-metals was experimentally reported to be non-
ferromagnetic for the first time in year 2001 [1.16]. However, after some research and 
development, the ZnO doped with various transition metals were often reported to be 
ferromagnetic either theoretically [1.17 - 1.19] or experimentally [1.20 - 1.22].  Among 
the doped transition metals, cobalt-doped and manganese-doped DMS have been 
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frequently reported to be ferromagnetic. The Tc of the Co-doped ZnO is higher than that 
of Mn-doped ZnO. Besides the ferromagnetism above room temperature, the other 
properties of ZnO based DMS systems were also found similar to the typical II-VI 
magnetic semiconductors [1.23]. They have the same characteristics like absorption due 
to d-d transition of the doped cations, the large magnetoresistence at low temperature and 
the spin glass magnetic behaviors.  
In year 2001, Matsumoto et al. successfully grew Co-doped anatase [1.24] and 
rutile [1.25] TiO2 thin films by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and also showed its 
ferromagnetism above room temperature. Co-doped TiO2 also showed degenerate 
semiconducting behaviors and the magnetic circular dicroism (MCD) was very large, 
which is comparable with that for an optical isolator material, Mn-doped CdTe [1.16]. 
Further investigation on Co-doped TiO2 by other researchers also showed anomalous Hall 
effect at room temperature [1.26, 1.27]. Many techniques, such as X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy, X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and X-ray MCD, have been preformed 
to determine the valency of the Co ions in TiO2, but there is still no conclusive and firm 
differentiation that the Co2+ is substituted for Ti sites or in Co clusters. Several 
researchers still claimed that the ferromagnetism is extrinsic behavior from the Co metal 
precipitation. They reported the detection of cobalt cluster structures in the TiO2 matrix 
by transmission electron microscopy. 
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1.2.2 Theory of ferromagnetism in ODMS 
 Despite recent experimental success, a fundamental description of 
ferromagnetism in DMS remains incomplete. Recent theoretical treatment has yielded 
useful insight into fundamental mechanisms. Dietl et. al. [1.14, 1.28] have applied 
Zener’s model for ferromagnetism, driven by exchange interaction between carriers and 
localized spins to explain the ferromagnetic transition temperature in III-V and II-VI 
compound semiconductors. The theory assumes that ferromagnetic correlations are 
mediated by holes from shallow acceptors in a matrix of localized spins in a magnetically 
doped semiconductor.  In another word, the magnetic ions substituted on the group II or 
III site provide the local spin. When transition metal (TM) is explicitly doped into 
semiconductor, the open shell of the transition metal gives the localized magnetization. 
Usually the localized magnetization on TM sites could not couple each other because of 
the averaged long separation distance. However, the carriers induced by the defects of 
semiconductor usually show more delocalization in the space. If the magnetized TM 
shows ferromagnetism, the ferromagnetic coupling between TMs can be mediated by the 
carriers of the system.  
 Ferromagnetism mediated by carriers in semiconductors is dependent on the 
magnetic dopant concentration, the carrier type and carrier density. These systems can be 
envisioned as approaching a metal-insulator transition when carrier density is increased 
and ferromagnetism is observed. Most of these models describing ferromagnetism are 
based on the assumption that the transition metal ions are randomly substituted on the 
cation sites where they act as the acceptors. Therefore, the carrier density can be 
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significantly lower than the dopant density under these conditions; the exchange 
interaction among the nearest transition metal ions is mediated by the carrier and gives 
rise to ferromagnetism in ODMS. Meanwhile, the holes in extended or weakly localized 
states could mediate the long-range interactions among localized spins. It suggests that 
for doped semiconducting oxides, carrier mediated ferromagnetism interaction may be 
possible [1.29]. 
Besides carrier mediated ferromagnetism, bound magnetic polaron [1.30], double 
exchange and virtual transition [1.31] are also the theoretical models to explain 
ferromagnetism. The bound magnetic polaron model, many localized spins due to the 
transition metal ions interact with a much lower number of weakly bound carriers, 
leading to polarons. The extent of these polarons increases as the temperature is lowered 
and the transition temperature occurs essentially when the polaron size is the same as that 
of the sample. The overlapping of the individual polarons produces longer polarization. 
This model is inherently attractive for low carrier density systems, such as electronic 
oxides. The polaron model is applicable to both p- and n-type host materials [1.32].  
The double exchange mechanism arising from hopping among the different 
oxidation states of doped transition metals. The spin glass state is stabilized with the 
transition metal in the d5 configurations. The ferromagnetism arises from a competition 
between the double exchange interactions and the anti-ferromagnetic super-exchange 
interaction in these materials. While the last model of virtual excitations suggests that the 
magnetic dopant is excited to the valence band and this could produce the requisite p-d 
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exchange needed for the ferromagnetism in the absence of a large density of free carriers 
[1.31].  
Diluted magnetic semiconductors are materials whose magnetic properties are 
strongly influenced by disorder systems. Disorder is an essential ingredient of the 
magnetic phenomena. Disorder is inherent in all materials, due to randomly placed 
impurity atoms and can lead to quite different physical phenomenon from that observed 
in its absence. It is however not surprising to expect the formation of impurity phases or 
clustering formation of the transition metals in the semiconductor lattices. If this is the 
case, the mechanism for the ferromagnetism is different and magnetism is not necessarily 
carrier mediated [1.29]. 
1.2.3 Advantages and challenges of ODMS 
 Driven by the thrust for faster and denser integrated circuits, magnetic 
semiconductor technology has experienced a continuous reduction in its working 
dimension, which now has reached a few tens of atomic spacing. Spin carriers become 
increasingly important in these small structures because the exchange interaction can 
become appreciable. From the advanced small features, new spin devices have more and 
more advantages, such as increased data processing speed, decreased electric power 
consumption, increased integration densities compared to the conventional 
semiconductor devices and non-volatility.  
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However, fabrication of intrinsic ODMS remains the major problem for 
researchers. The challenges in this field of spintronics include the optimization of 
electron spin lifetime, the detection of the spin coherence in nanoscale structures, 
transport of spin-polarised carriers across relevant length scales and manipulation of both 
electron and nuclear spin on sufficiently fast time scales [1.2]. In order to overcome the 
problems and use the spin degree of freedom in semiconductors, one has to be able to 
create, sustain, control and detect the spin polarization of carriers. The most 
straightforward way to create and sustain spin polarization electronically is by ‘spin-
injection’. There are a few methods for the spin injection introduced by Wolf et. al. [1.2]: 
Ohmic injection, tunnel spin injection, ballistic electron injection and hot electron 
injection. To do this with ferromagnetic metals or semiconductors is not easy. It is 
because of the presence of scattering at the interface. A very good interface between 
ferromagnet and semiconductor is critical for spintronic applications. To control the spin, 
carrier-induced ferromagnetism might be used. By using field effect to control the carrier 
density, the ferromagnetism may be turned on and off in a manageable way. The last 
challenge would be the detection of the spin. Detection requires the spin-selective 
junction, which can be provided by ferromagnetic materials with a good interface to 
semiconductors.  
It is envisioned that the merging of electronics, photonics and magnetics will 
ultimately lead to a new spin-based multi-functional devices in the near future. If we can 
understand and control the spin degree of freedom in semiconductor heterostructures and 
ferromagnets, the potential for high-performance spin based electronics will be high.  
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1.3 Research Motivations 
1.3.1 Dilute magnetic semiconductor properties and applications  
In existing electronic devices, such as personal computer, there are two main 
elements: logic component and data storage device. The former is transistor based on 
semiconductor technology, while the latter is essentially a metallic magnetic film. The 
ability to combine both the logic element and data storage component into a same device 
will lead to a new possibility with huge potential applications. The electronic revolution 
has made a very profound change in our everyday life. The DMS idea is believed to be 
capable of replacing a great deal of today's electronics. One of the reasons is that today's 
computers process the information by semiconductor chips and store the information on 
magnetic discs. With spintronics, it may become possible to merge both elements into a 
single chip. The integration of the dilute magnetic semiconductors allows the applications 
in higher-speed and higher-intensity memories. Spintronics, with the combination of spin 
and charge (two degrees of freedom of electrons), the spintronic devices would give 
extensive advantages: non-volatility, increased data processing speed, decreased electric 
power consumption, and increased integration densities. Spintronic is a very active field 
in both experimental and theoretical condensed matter physics. A lot of prototypes and 
schemes of spintronics have been invented. 
Electronic systems that use the spin of an electron -- up or down -- would work 
similarly to today's transistors, but have several advantages. Presently, electrical current 
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alone is responsible for the logic functions in electronic circuits. Current flowing through 
a transistor represents a “1”; the absence of current, a “0”. If the spin of an electron could 
be controlled, a "spin up" electron could represent a “1”, and "spin down" a “0”. Unlike 
electrical current, spin can be maintained even if the power is turned off, and a spintronic 
circuit would use less power because a current does not need to be constantly applied. 
The conventional semiconductors used for devices and integrated circuits, such as silicon 
(Si) and gallium arsenide (GaAs), do not contain magnetic ions and are non-magnetic, or 
their magnetic g factor are generally rather small. The g factor is the Landé g-factor. 
There are three magnetic moments associated with an electron: One from its spin angular 
momentum, one from its orbital angular momentum, and one from its total angular 
momentum. Corresponding to these three moments are three different g-factors. The most 
famous of these is the electron spin g-factor. Second is the electron orbital g-factor and 
thirdly, the Landé g-factor. The Landé g-factor is the total magnetic moment resulting 
from both spin and orbital angular momentum of an electron. Landé g-factor is at the 
atomic level. However, via the statistics (thermal equilibrium), the Landé g-factor can be 
used for the calculation of solid matters. 
In order to be useful in devices, the magnetic field that would have to be applied is 
too high for everyday use. Meanwhile, the crystal structures of magnetic materials are 
usually quite different from that of the semiconductors used in electronics, which makes 
both materials incompatible with each other. However, the invention of the DMS makes 
the ferromagnetism and semiconducting properties co-exist in DMS. The use of both 
charge and spin of the electrons opens a new function for future electronics. The first 
success and well-known application of spintronics was the GMR (giant magneto 
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resistance) read head used in nowadays hard disks. Another application, which is 
expected to give large commercial and economical impacts, is the non-volatile memory, 
MRAM (magneto-resistance random access memory). Applications for GMR and 
MRAM structures are expanding.  
Some researchers even tried to combine spin with optical property. For example, 
the optical transition within the Mn2+ can produce some electroluminescent properties in 
the DMS. Zn1-xMnxSe and Zn1-xMnxS are recognized as potentially good materials for flat 
panel display devices [1.7]. Furthermore, with an applied external magnetic field, the 
magnetic ions in the DMS systems interact with the free charge carriers in the lattice and 
hence modify the electronic properties of the semiconductors through the sp-d exchange 
interaction between the localized magnetic moments and the spins of band electrons. This 
new generation of interaction is beyond the conventional semiconductors and produces a 
great contribution to electronic devices development. 
The merging technology leads to the next generation devices such as spin-FET 
(field effect transistor), spin-LED (light-emitting diode), spin-RTD (resonant tunneling 
device), optical switches operating at terahertz frequencies, modulators, encoders, 
decoders and quantum bits for quantum computation and communication. The success of 
these ventures depends on a deeper understanding of fundamental spin interactions in 
solid state materials as well as the roles of dimensionality, defect and semiconductor band 
structure in modifying these dynamics. 
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1.3.2 Current proposal of improvement in DMS  
To search materials combining properties of the ferromagnet and the 
semiconductor has been a long-standing goal but an elusive one because of difference in 
crystal structure and chemical bonding. The advantage of DMS is as a potential spin-
polarized carrier source and easy integration into semiconductor devices. Hence, the ideal 
DMS would have Tc above room temperature and be able to incorporate into not only p-
type but also n-type dopants. Most of the researchers are heading towards this direction. 
They proposed more advanced methods to continue their detailed and further study on 
DMS. In particular, methods such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and 
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) that characterize lattice location or 
chemical state would be applied in order to give more insight into possible mechanisms 
for the observed ferromagnetism. Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) [1.34] and 
anomalous Hall effect are also important for deeper understanding of DMS. MCD 
spectrum can identify the ferromagnetic origin because the ferromagnetic metal often 
shows a monotonic MCD spectrum [1.35], while the anomalous Hall effect represents 
ferromagnetic spin polarization of the charge carriers. Therefore, the observation of the 
anomalous Hall effect is recognized as evidence for the intrinsic ferromagnetism in DMS 
[1.27].  
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1.4 Aim of Research 
Currently, research in the DMS field has three main focuses. The first one is to find 
totally new DMS materials with Tc above room temperature, the second one is to identify 
and design of existing materials by manipulating the parameters and material 
compositions to achieve novel properties; while the third one is to relate all these 
materials’ property to the acceptable theoretical mechanisms. This thesis has chosen to 
follow the second focus, where the intension is to modify the existing potential DMS into 
a new material that has special characteristics. This project is dedicated to three DMS 
systems: Co-doped TiO2, Co-doped ZnO and Cu-doped ZnO thin films. The work of this 
thesis includes extensions of existing materials and explorations of new materials with 
the aim to expand the capabilities in spintronics applications. The scope of this thesis 
covers the thin film fabrication techniques and various properties characterizations. The 
DMS thin films were synthesized by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and the properties 
characterizations include thin film structure, thin film surface morphology, optical band 
gap property and magnetic property. The searching for and fine tuning of optimal 
experimental conditions to produce a good quality DMS thin film is also a part in this 
thesis. Besides experimental investigation, this project will also explain and relate the 
experimental results with the theory. The reason cobalt or copper were selected as 
dopants, and zinc oxide or titanium dioxide were chosen as semiconductors is explained 
further in chapters 3 and 4. This work would provide new insights and solutions to the 
understanding and development of dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS).  
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Chapter 2  Experimental Procedures 
 
2.1 Fabrication of Oxide Dilute Magnetic Semiconductor Thin Films 
One of the simplest ways to prepare DMS thin film is by pulse laser deposition 
(PLD) technique. There are many ways to prepare the DMS thin films, such as molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE), electron beam evaporation, sputtering, metal-organic chemical 
vapor deposition (MOCVD), plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD). PLD is a convenient method. KrF excimer laser is 
used to fabricate the DMS thin films. In this chapter, introduction and function of all the 
equipments used are described. 
2.1.1 Target preparation and substrate cleaning 
Before a deposition is carried out, a very uniform and homogenous target is first 
fabricated. In general, high-density and highly homogenous targets yield good and better 
quality films by PLD synthesis. The DMS thin films were prepared from 
(CoO)0.1(TiO2)0.9, (CoO)0.1(ZnO)0.9 and (CuO)0.1(ZnO)0.9 oxide targets. The targets were 
prepared from powders of CoO or CuO with ZnO or TiO2. They were first pressed into 1-
inch diameter using a standard mold. The pressure was slowly increased at the rate of 2 
psi at every 15 minutes. The highest pressure is 12 psi and the duration of pressing at this 
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pressure is 30 minutes. The final pressed targets were then sintered at 1000 oC for 12 
hours. 
The substrates used are sapphire (Al2O3) and quartz (SiO2). They were chosen 
because they are among the substrates which provide minimum lattice mismatch to TiO2 
and ZnO. Furthermore, they are the hardest crystal among the oxides. They also have the 
advance chemical and physical properties that sustain from demanding applications. Both 
the sapphire and quartz maintain their strengths even at a high temperature. Because of 
this temperature resistance, both sapphire and quartz are used to keep very hot materials 
and allowed us to synthesize epitaxial thin films up to 800 oC. Furthermore, they also 
show excellent optical transmittance, electric and dielectric properties and high resistance 
to chemical attack. Specific reasons for using sapphire and quarts for DMS include: 
•          Superior chip resistance 
• Impervious to virtually all chemicals and reagents 
•         Transparent, optical transmittance 
•         Durable, withstand repeated testing and handling 
•         Best coefficient of thermal expansion 
• Higher melting temperature, 2040 °C for sapphire and 1700 °C for quartz 
•         Higher thermal conductivity, 42 W / mK for sapphire and 21 W / mK for quartz at  
20 °C 
•         Much greater hardness & scratch resistance, 9 for sapphire and 6.5 for quartz on 
Mohs' Scale 
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After preparing the targets and washing the substrates, pulse laser deposition was 
carried out and the technique is described in following session. 
2.1.2 Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) finds more and more applications in semiconductor 
research and industry. Among all the methods of thin film deposition, PLD has the most 
simplicity and versatility in concept and experiment which make it an amazing alternative 
to expensive methods, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) in thin film research and engineering. PLD is simple in theory among 
all thin film growth techniques. A typical PLD instrument has a target holder and a 
substrate holder in a vacuum chamber. As shown in Fig. 2.1, a high power laser is 
introduced into the chamber to vaporize materials of the target then the vaporized 
materials travel and finally coat upon the substrate. This method provides high 
throughput sample growth, versatility, and large area deposition. Reduced manufacturing 
cost is anticipated by avoiding ultra-high vacuum processes. 
As for the presence of high energy ablation on the target, the PLD deposition of 
TiO2 and ZnO need only relatively low temperature to achieve textured thin films when 
compared to other deposition methods, if the laser energy density exceeds the ablation 
threshold of the target materials. Other deposition methods such as co-sputtering [2.1] 
and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [2.2] requires substrate temperature to be at least at 
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750 and 550 oC respectively, to achieve textured or epitaxy thin film. While in PLD, it is 
possible to get a textured thin film at substrate temperature of 100 oC. Therefore, PLD 
gives an opportunity to coat heat sensitive materials, such as polymer. The process is 
clean and the stoichiometry of the target materials is preserved. The control of the 
composition of the deposit is easy [2.3].  
Actually PLD impresses the scientists by the advantages of the wide variety of 
coating materials, a good controllability of the film composition and the simplicity and 
flexibility of the equipment. There is practically no limitation in considering the target 
materials, which turns out to be a most striking advantage attributing to the 
superconductor sciences. PLD allows the production of a wide variety of coating 
materials. The opportunity of reactive deposition makes the method more versatile. 
Furthermore, PLD can also work together with other deposition equipments, such as 
laser-MBE [2.4].  
Despite the advantages of flexibility, fast response, energetic evaporants and 
congruent evaporations, PLD still has some disadvantages. The most striking limitation 
of PLD is the non-uniform coating thickness, when a large area substrate is deposited. 
The non-uniformity of the coating thickness is a universal problem. In the thin film 
deposition, a small size of substrates (1 cm x 1 cm) was used for the homogenous 
thickness.  
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Fig 2.1: Pulsed laser deposition setup. 
2.1.2.1 Excimer laser 
Throughout the whole experiment, KrF excimer laser was used as an excitation 
source. The term ‘excimer’ is short for ‘excited dimer’ where ‘dimer’ is refers to 
diatomic molecules such as N2, O2 and H2. An excimer laser typically uses a combination 
of an inert gas (argon, krypton, or xenon) and a reactive gas (fluorine or chlorine). The 
electric discharge energy is pumped into the gas mixture to create ionic and electronically 
excited species that react chemically and produce the excimer molecules. Rather than 
burning or cutting materials, the excimer laser adds enough energy to disrupt the 
molecular bonds of the surface tissues, which effectively disintegrate into the air in a 
tightly controlled manner through laser ablation rather than burning. Thus excimer laser 
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has the unique advantage that they can remove exceptionally fine layers of surface 
materials with minimal heating or change to the surroundings of the materials which are 
left intact [2.5]. 
2.1.2.2 Vacuum and chamber system 
The deposition chamber is one of the crucial components in a pulsed laser 
deposition system. It consists of several standard compartments, such as vacuum pumps, 
gas inlet, pressure gauges and window ports. Typically, the chamber is spherical in 
geometry to ensure uniform heat distribution over the entire surface. In the deposition of 
DMS thin films, oxygen and nitrogen are pumped into the vacuum system. The vacuum 
can reach down to 1.0 x 10-7 torr if there is no gas input. The DMS synthesized is oxide 
based in our project. During growth of oxides, the use of oxygen is often inevitable for 
achieving satisfactory characteristic thin films. According to Dijkkamp et. al., the 
formation of perovskite structures at high substrate temperatures in a one-step process, an 
oxygen pressure of about 0.3 mbar is necessary [2.6]. 
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2.1.3 Deposition process and conditions 
Before deposition takes place, substrate cleaning is the initial important step to 
ensure a high crystallinity thin film formation. During PLD, many experimental 
parameters can be changed, which then have strong influence on film properties. Firstly, 
the laser parameters, such as laser fluence, light wavelength, pulse duration and repetition 
rate, can be altered. Secondly, the preparation conditions, including target-to-substrate 
distance, substrate temperature, background gas and pressure, may be varied, which all 
influence the film growth [2.4]. In order to control the thin film growth conditions to be 
identical, some of the experimental parameters are fixed. The targets were ablated by KrF 
excimer laser (λ = 248 nm) with a laser fluence of 1.2 J/cm2. All the films were deposited 
for a constant duration of 30 minutes, and the target-to-substrate distance was set at 4 cm. 
The variable parameters include deposition temperature and background gas pressure. 
The first part of this thesis is aimed to investigate the magnetic property of Co-
doped TiO2 DMS thin films, which is related to the surface morphology. However, the 
surface morphology is indirectly connected to the quality of the thin film. In order to 
control a good quality and high crystallinity thin film, deposition temperature is 
important. In chapter 3, the base pressure of the chamber was set at a constant, which is at 
1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure, but the deposition temperature was set at a range 
from 25 to 800 oC. Different deposition temperatures produce different qualities of DMS 
thin films. Different quality thin films have different impacts or factors in creating the 
intrinsic magnetic property. 
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The second part of this thesis focuses on another DMS system, Co-doped ZnO. 
The TiO2 semiconductor matrix was changed to ZnO with the same concentration on 
doping magnetic element, cobalt. The deposition parameters are the same as those in Co-
doped TiO2 system. This is important as a comparison study of both the Co-doped TiO2 
and Co-doped ZnO system is further discussed in chapter 4.  
After the first and second attempts of doping magnetic elements, the dopant has 
changed to a non-magnetic element, copper, in the last session in this thesis. The system 
is known as Cu-doped ZnO system. All the experimental parameters remain unchanged. 
Furthermore, the effect of different chamber environments to the magnetic property of 
the thin films was also studied.  Besides oxygen, nitrogen and vacuum are used as the 
variable parameters in changing the chamber environment. The nitrogen gas partial 
pressure was set at 1 x 10-4 torr while vacuum was pumped down to 1 x 10-7 torr. 
After the depositions, all the thin films were tested firstly for their thickness. The 
film thickness was measured with a surface profilometer. The surface morphology of the 
thin films was observed by tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). The crystallographic structures of the films were 
characterized by the thin film X-ray diffractometer employing 2θ and rocking (ω) scans 
and the magnetic properties were measured with alternating gradient magnetometer 
(AGM), vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) or superconducting quantum interface 
design (SQUID) with a sensitivity of 10-6 emu at room temperature. The magnetic field 
applied was parallel to the thin film surface. 
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2.2 Thin Film Characterizations 
2.2.1 Surface profiler 
The surface profilometer used to measure the film thickness is from Tencor with 
model Alpha-Step 500. The profilometer is a non-destructive step instrument. It uses a 
diamond tipped stylus to measure the depth of the thin films, from micrometer to 
nanometer scale. The tipped stylus is in direct contact and scanned across the surface for 
a specified distance and contact force. The profilometer can measure small surface 
variations in the vertical stylus displacement as a function of position. 
The height position or information from the sample surface was picked up by the 
diamond stylus to generate an analog signal. This signal is then converted into a digital 
signal for analysis and display. The resolution of the measurement is dependent on the 
radius of the stylus and the geometries of the features. The Alpha-Step 500 is equipped 
with a standard stylus of 12.5 micron radius. 
2.2.2 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is one of the advanced tools for imaging, 
measuring and manipulating matter at the nanoscale. The AFM consists of a mirco scale 
cantilever with a sharp tip at its end. The tip is normally made from silicon or silicon 
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nitride. The mechanism of the working principle of AFM is that when the tip scans across 
the surface, the forces between the tip and the sample lead to a deflection of the 
cantilever according to Hooke’s Law. The deflection is measured by using a laser spot 
reflected from the top of the cantilever into an array of photodiodes. The resulting change 
in the detector current signal can be used to form the AFM image. 
AFM can be divided into two primary scanning modes, contact and non-contact 
modes. The two different modes simply refer to whether or not the scanning probe 
actually comes into physical contact with the sample surface. There are different kinds of 
forces detected and measured during the scanning of AFM. The forces include 
mechanical contact force, capillary force, chemical bonding, electrostatic force, Van der 
Waals force and magnetic force. In the non-contact mode, the AFM derives topographic 
images from measurements of attractive forces. 
Normally, the AFM tip was scanned at a flexible spring frequency. If the tip was 
scanned at a constant height, there would be a risk that the tip would collide with the 
surface to cause damage. In most of the times, a feedback mechanism is employed to 
adjust the tip-to-sample distance. The presence of a feedback loop is one of the 
significant differences between AFMs and older stylus-based instruments, such as record 
players and stylus profilometers. The AFM not only measures the force on the sample but 
also regulates it, allowing acquisition of images at very low forces. This is to maintain a 
constant force between the tip and the sample surface. The feedback loop consists of the 
tube scanner that controls the height of the entire sample; the cantilever and optical lever, 
which measures the local height of the sample; and a feedback circuit that attempts to 
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keep the cantilever deflection constant by adjusting the voltage applied to the scanner. 
The faster the feedback loop corrects deviations of the cantilever deflection, the faster the 
AFM acquires images; therefore, a well-constructed feedback loop is essential to 
microscope performance. AFM feedback loops tend to have a bandwidth about 10 kHz, 
resulting in image acquisition time in about one minute. In the thin films measurement 
and analyses, tapping mode of AFM was used in the whole experiment.  
2.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscopes 
capable of producing high resolution images of a sample surface. Due to the manner in 
which the image is created, SEM images have a characteristic three-dimensional 
appearance and are useful to judge the surface structure of the sample. 
In the SEM, the electrons are emitted from a cathode and accelerated towards an 
anode. The cathodes are normally made from tungsten or lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6). 
Tungsten is used because it has the highest melting point and lowest vapor pressure 
among all metals. It is allowed and the most suitable to be heated for the electron 
emission. The typical SEM electron beam has an energy ranging from a few hundreds eV 
to 50000 eV. The beam is focused by condenser lenses into a very fine spot size of 1 to 5 
nm. The beam passes through pairs of scanning coils in the objective lens, which deflects 
the beam in a digital image over a rectangular area of the sample surface. Through these 
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scattering events, the primary electron beam effectively spreads and fills a teardrop- 
shaped volume, extending from less than 100 nm to around 5 µm into the surface. 
Interactions in this region lead to the subsequent emission of electrons, which are then 
detected to produce an image. The SEM is also equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy, which was used to analyze the atomic percentage of the elements present in 
the thin films. 
2.2.4 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray scattering techniques are a family of non-destructive analytical techniques 
which reveal information about the crystallographic structure, chemical composition, and 
physical properties of materials and thin films. These techniques are based on observing 
the scattered intensity of an X-ray beam hitting a sample as a function of incident and 
scattered angles, polarization, and wavelength or energy. X-ray diffraction techniques are 
based on the elastic scattering of X-rays from structures that have a long range order. 
Diffraction is a general characteristic of all waves and can be defined as the 
modification of the behavior of light or other waves by its interaction with objects. If a 
beam of X-ray is incident onto an atom, the electrons absorb the energy and oscillate 
about their mean position. When these electrons decelerate, they emit X-rays. This 
process of absorption and re-emission of electromagnetic radiations is known as 
scattering. The scattered waves travel in all directions. When these waves interact 
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constructively, diffraction occurs. An X-ray, which reflects from the surface of a 
substance, has traveled a much shorter distance than an X-ray, which reflects from a 
plane of atoms inside the crystal. The penetrating X-ray travels down to the internal layer, 
reflects, and travels back over the same distance before coming back to the surface. The 
distance traveled depends on the separation of the layers and the angle at which the X-ray 
entered the material. For this wave to be in phase with the wave which reflected from the 
surface, it needs to have traveled a whole number of wavelengths, while inside the 
material [2.7]. Bragg expressed this principle in an equation known as Bragg's Law 
(Figure 2.2): 
Bragg’s Law: 
  n λ = 2 d sin (θ)  
 
where  
λ is the wavelength of the rays  
θ is the angle between the incident rays and the surface of the crystal 
d is the spacing between payers of atoms 
n is an integer when constructive interference occurs  
 
Fig 2.2 Diagram illustration of Bragg’s Law [2.5]. 
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2.2.5 Alternating gradient magnetometer (AGM) 
Alternating gradient magnetometer is used for applications in the measurement of 
extremely small magnetic samples. The instrument combines high-gradient micro-coils 
and single crystal quartz tuning fork resonators into a magnetometer with room 
temperature sensitivity 1 x 10-12 emu. The instrument can be operated in air atmosphere. 
In the experiment, a magnetic field up to 10000 Gauss was applied to the samples. 
 
Fig. 2.3: Experimental arrangement of AGM. 
The diagram above (Fig. 2.3) shows the experimental arrangement of the 
instrument. The sample is placed on one of the tips of the tuning fork resonators. The 
tuning fork resonator was then placed between the high-gradient micro-coils. The field 
from the outside magnet poles magnetizes the sample, and the gradient coils apply an 
alternating force to the magnetized sample. When the alternating force is applied at the 
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resonant frequency of the tuning fork resonator, the amplitude of vibration and the 
voltage signal are greatly increased. This piezoelectric voltage is then detected using 
standard lock-in detector and hysteresis loop of the sample is obtained. 
2.2.6 Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) 
A VSM is used to measure the magnetic behavior of magnetic materials. VSM 
operates on Faraday's Law of induction, which tells us that a changing magnetic field 
produces an electric field. This electric field can be measured and tell us information 
about the changing magnetic property.  
The principle of VSM is described as: when a sample of any material is placed in 
a uniform magnetic field between the poles of an electromagnet, a dipole moment is 
induced. If the sample vibrates with sinusoidal motion, a sinusoidal electrical signal can 
be induced in suitable placed pick-up coils. The signal has the same frequency of 
vibration and its amplitude is proportional to the magnetic moment, amplitude, and 
relative position with respect to the pick-up coil systems. In another word, in a VSM 
system, a changing flux is created by vibrating a magnetic sample in the vicinity of a set 
of detection coils. These changes cause an induction voltage. This voltage is a function of 
the magnetization which could then be calibrated to display the hysteresis loop. The VSM 
is a product from Lake Shore at a sensitivity of 1 x 10-6 emu. 
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2.2.7 Superconducting quantum interface device (SQUID) 
Superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs), are used to measure 
extremely small magnetic fields; they are the most sensitive magnetometers known with 
noise levels as low as 3 fT·Hz−½, while a typical fridge magnet is ~ 0.01 tesla (10−2 T). 
SQUIDs have been used for a variety of testing purposes that demand extreme sensitivity, 
including engineering, medical, and geological equipment. Because they measure 
changes in a magnetic field with such high sensitivity, they do not have to come in 
contact with a system that they are testing.  
Using a device called a Josephson junction, a SQUID can detect a change of 
energy 100 billion times weaker than the electromagnetic energy that moves a compass 
needle. A Josephson junction is made up of two superconductors, separated by an 
insulating layer so thin that electrons can pass through. A SQUID consists of tiny loops 
of superconductors employing Josephson junctions to achieve superposition: each 
electron moves simultaneously in both directions. SQUIDs are usually made of either a 
lead alloy (with 10 % gold or indium) or niobium, often consisting of the tunnel barrier 
sandwiched between a base electrode of niobium and the top electrode of lead alloy.  
A radio frequency (RF) SQUID is made up of one Josephson junction, which is 
mounted on a superconducting ring. When an oscillating current is applied to an external 
circuit, the interaction between the junction and the ring creates a voltage change. This 
change produces a magnetic flux that it is then detected and measured by the detector. 
Meanwhile, a direct current (DC) SQUID, which is much more sensitive, consists of two 
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Josephson junctions employed in parallel so that electrons tunneling through the 
junctions demonstrate quantum interference, dependent upon the strength of the magnetic 
field within a loop. DC SQUIDs demonstrate resistance in response to even tiny 
variations in a magnetic field, which is the capacity that enables detection of such minute 
changes.  
Some processes in animals produce very small magnetic fields; typically between 
a microtesla (10−6 T) and a nanotesla (10−9 T). SQUIDs are especially well suited for 
studying magnetic fields at this weak intensity. The possible SQUID neuroscience 
applications are huge. A recent study used SQUID-enabled magneto-encephalography to 
measure the surprisingly large level of activity in consumer's brains that is evoked by 
choosing different brands of ketchup.  
2.2.8 Ultraviolet – visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy  
The instrument used in ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy is called a UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer. It measures the intensity of light passing through a sample (I), and 
compares it to the intensity of light before it passes through the sample (Io). The ratio I / 
Io is called the transmittance, and is usually expressed as a percentage (% T). The 
absorbance, A, is based on the transmittance: 
A = − log (%T) 
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The basic parts of a spectrophotometer are a light source (often an incandescent 
bulb for the visible wavelengths, or a deuterium arc lamp in the ultraviolet), a holder for 
the sample, a diffraction grating or monochromator to separate the different wavelengths 
of light, and a detector. The detector is typically a photodiode or a charge-coupled device 
(CCD). Photodiodes are used with monochromators, which filter the light so that only 
light of a single wavelength reaches the detector. Diffraction gratings are used with CCDs, 
which collects light of different wavelengths on different pixels. 
UV-Vis can be used to measure the electronic bandgap of the oxide 
semiconductor films. A classical semiconductor exhibits minimal optical absorption for 
photons with energies smaller than the bandgap and high absorption for photons with 
energies greater than the bandgap. As a result, there is a sharp increase in absorption at 
energies close to the bandgap that manifests itself as an absorption edge (or “reflection 
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Chapter 3 Co-doped TiO2 Dilute Magnetic 
Semiconductor Thin Films 
This chapter focuses on the research work of ferromagnetic in Co-doped TiO2 
system that relates to its structural and surface morphology. This Co-doped TiO2 new 
material shows that only crystalline thin films have large saturated magnetization at Curie 
temperature above room temperature. The results are discussed based on the 
characterizations from XRD, AFM, SEM and AGM.  
3.1 Co-Doped TiO2 Thin Films Literature Review 
Co-doped TiO2 has been a promising candidate for dilute magnetic semiconductor 
(DMS). Many researchers are investigating this system to study and further manipulate 
their electrical, magnetic or semiconductor properties, especially after Matsumoto et. al. 
published the first interesting results in year 2001 [3.1]. The researchers have tried 
different synthesizing methods, such as pulsed laser position (PLD) [3.1 – 3.4], oxygen 
plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy (OPA-MBE) [3.5 – 3.7], sputtering [3.8 – 3.10], 
chemical vapor deposition [3.11] and sol-gel processing [3.12, 3.13] to get ferromagnetic 
thin films.  
Matsumoto et. al. [3.1] reported their first anatase Cox-doped TiO2 thin film by 
pulsed laser deposition with a magnetic moment of 0.32 µB/Co atom at room temperature 
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for a film with x = 0.07. Chambers et. al. [3.2] then further investigated the same system 
and found that the anatase Co-doped TiO2 thin film by oxygen plasma assisted molecular 
beam epitaxy has a much more significant magnetic moment of 1.26 µB/Co atom. They 
claimed that their result is nearer to 1 µB/Co atom, which is the Co (II) in low spin state. 
In another article, Matsumoto again successfully synthesized rutile Co-doped TiO2 [3.6] 
and stated that the ferromagnetism is 1 µB/Co atom. Both the rutile and anatase have a 
Ti4+ ion sitting at the center of edge-sharing TiO6 octahedral. Matsumoto then postulated 
that with this similarity in rutile and anatase, the ferromagnetism in the thin film is indeed 
caused by the Co2+ atom substitution for the Ti4+ in Co-doped TiO2 system. However, 
there are still many uncertainties in the origin of the ferromagnetism. Many researchers 
are still debating on the physical mechanism. Some of them claimed that ferromagnetism 
might be due to the cobalt clustering in the thin film [3.3] or the defects in semiconductor 
lattices, or may be due to the carrier-induced ferromagnetism.                                                                                                                                                                                                             
The reason for choosing cobalt and titanium dioxide in this research is because 
cobalt is a well-known magnetic element while the titanium dioxide has been extensively 
studied for several decades since it has many technologically important properties. TiO2 
is soft solid and melts at 1800 oC. It is polymorphous and exits in three types of crystal 
structures: (a) rutile, (b) anatase and (c) brookite. Their crystal structure is shown in Fig. 
3.1 A), B) and C). Only rutile is used commercially. The films formed are mainly in rutile 
structure. Rutile TiO2 has a hexagonal crystal structure with a = 4.59 Å and c = 2.95 Å. 
Rutile has a density of 4.2 g/cc and is colorless. Furthermore, rutile has a very high 
refractive index of 2.9467. It absorbs ultraviolet light and has a high stability which is 
suitable to act as a matrix layer in semiconductor.  Meanwhile, Co-doped TiO2 naturally 
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has high value of Curie temperature (Tc) [3.5], very much well above room temperature. 
Therefore, with all these properties and a doping with cobalt magnetic ions, it would be 
able to control its optical, magnetic and semiconductor characters for suitable 
applications.  
 A)                                              B)                                             C) 
   
Fig. 3.1: TiO2 crystal structure of A) rutile B) anatase and C) brookite. 
3.2 Experiments 
3.2.1 Thin films deposition 
Co-doped TiO2 thin films were deposited by pulsed laser deposition from a 
stoichiometric (CoO)0.1(TiO2)0.9 ceramic target. This typical stoichiometric doping for 
target was chosen as it minimized the probability of the precipitation during deposition 
and able to reach 2 to 5 % of cobalt doping when depositing into thin films. This doping 
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percentage is widely used since Matsumoto et. al. reported that up to 8 % of cobalt 
doping into TiO2 is soluble, which means that the cobalt doping is homogenously 
distributed in thin film [3.1]. The targets were prepared from powders of CoO and TiO2, 
which were first mixed and pressed into 1-inch diameter, then sintered at 1000 oC for 1 
week.   
The substrates used in this study were single crystal Al2O3 (0001) and SiO2 (100). 
In TiO2 rutile, Ti2+ cations are octahedrally coordinated to O2- anions with axial and 
equatorial bond lengths of 0.198 and 0.195 nm. The a and c lattice parameters in rutile 
are 0.459 and 0.296 nm, respectively. The thin films are forming into tetragonal TiO2 
(200) and hence the a lattice is used to calculate the lattice mismatch between TiO2 with 
Al2O3 and SiO2. Given that the a lattice parameter of Al2O3 (0001) and SiO2 (100) is 
0.476 and 0.491 nm correspondingly. Therefore, the lattice mismatch between rutile TiO2 
(200) and Al2O3 (0001) is 3.5 % and between TiO2 (200) and SiO2 (100) is 6.5 %. The 
substrates were first cleaned with acetone, IPA and then de-ionized water before mounted 
into the chamber.  
The base pressure of the chamber was set at 1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure. 
The high oxygen partial pressure is important according to Kaspar et. al [3.7], a higher 
oxygen partial pressure (1 x 10-4 torr) was chosen in an effort to ensure full oxidation of 
the Co dopants. They also stated that from a thermodynamic point of view, Co is more 
difficult to oxidize than Ti. The oxidation of Ti to TiO2 (∆f Ho = -944 kJ/mol) is 
significantly more thermodynamically favorable than the oxidation of Co to CoO (-237.9 
kJ/mol). Therefore, the substrate temperature and oxygen partial pressure can be 
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increased to ensure all the Co are oxidized to Co (II). The substrate temperature was 
changed from room temperature to 800 oC. The target was ablated by KrF excimer laser 
(λ = 248 nm, τ = 30 ns) at a laser fluence of 1.2 J/cm2. The films were deposited for a 
constant duration of 20 minutes at different substrate temperatures (25 to 800 oC).  
The motivation of this chapter is to study the effects of temperatures on the thin 
films structural. From the structural change, the magnetic property that transformed 
accordingly can be further investigated. 
3.2.2 Characterizations 
The characterization techniques are the same for all the systems including Co-
doped TiO2 in this chapter, Co-doped ZnO in chapter 4 and Cu-doped ZnO in chapter 5. 
After deposition, the film thickness was firstly measured with a profilometer (Tencor 
Alpha-Step 500 Stylus). The surface morphology of the films was observed by tapping 
mode atomic force microscopy, AFM (Digital Instruments, Veeco Metrology Group) and 
scanning electron microscope, SEM (Philips, XL 30 FEG). The crystallographic 
structures of the films were characterized by the thin film X-ray diffractometer, XRD 
(Bruker, Advanced D8) using Cu Kα radiation at a wavelength of 1.5406 Å. Same 
experimental parameters employing 2θ, rocking (ω) and phi scans were used to analyze 
all the thin films synthesized at different temperatures. The magnetic properties were 
measured with alternative gradient magnetometer, AGM (MicroMag, PMC 2900), 
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vibrating sample magnetometer, VSM (Lakeshore, 7400) or superconducting quantum 
interference design, SQUID (MPMS, XL-5AC). These magnetometers are equipped with 
a sensitivity of 10-6 emu at room temperature. The magnetic field applied was parallel to 
the thin film surface. 
3.3 Results and Discussions 
3.3.1 Structure of Co-doped TiO2 thin films on Al2O3 substrates    
Rutile phase of Co-doped TiO2 on sapphire was successfully grown at a relatively 
low temperature. The crystalline XRD spectra for (200) and (400) rutile TiO2 peaks begin 
to appear at 400 oC  without any impurity phases present as shown in Fig. 3.2.  The 
intensity of the rutile phase increases as temperature rises. TiO2 rutile phase is fully 
developed with very highly textured structures at 800 oC deposition temperature. The 
good texture of thin film deposited at 800 oC is shown in Fig. 3.3, where its rocking curve 
at the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the TiO2 (200) peak is only 0.065 o. This 
result indicated a highly textured crystalline grown compared to the results reported by 
Matsumoto et. al. and Stampe et. al. [3.1, 3.2]. Their Co-doped TiO2 peak shows FWHM 
rocking curve of 0.6 o and 0.48 o respectively. Our Co-doped TiO2 rocking curve 
magnitude is about 7 to 10 % better. The highly textured thin film is formed because the 
lattice mismatch between TiO2 and Al2O3 is only 3.5 %.        
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Fig. 3.2: Crystalline XRD spectra for (200) and (400) rutile TiO2 peaks 
 grown at 400, 600  and 800 oC.  
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Fig. 3.3:  Rocking curve at FWHM of 0.065 o for TiO2 (200) peak synthesized at 800 oC. 
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The TiO2 (200) crystalline peak is shifted slightly to a higher degree with 
increased deposition temperature. It means that the d lattice spacing of TiO2 has been 
decreased as temperature is increased. The changes in lattice spacing might indicate the 
high possibility of forming the intrinsic DMS where the Co2+ has substituted with Ti4+ in 
the lattice. Ti4+ has the ionic radius of 88 pm while Co2+ only 83.8 pm. Substitution of 
Co2+ with Ti4+ reduces the d lattice spacing.  
However, thin films grown below 400 oC are mainly amorphous as shown in Fig. 
3.4. The thin films synthesized at 25 and 100 oC did not manage to turn into crystalline 
thin films. It may be because the temperature or surface energy is not high enough to 
induce crystallinity. The XRD data reproduce well at the optimal conditions. 
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Fig. 3.4: XRD spectra for amorphous TiO2 peak grown at room temperature and 100 oC. 
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3.3.2 Structure of Co-doped TiO2 thin films on SiO2 substrates 
From the experiment in chapter 3.3.1, the lowest temperature to form a highly 
textured TiO2 (200) thin film is at least 400 oC. Hence, this session will continue to 
deposit the thin films on a different substrate, SiO2 (100) but deposition temperature is set 
above 400 oC. Deposition at 800 oC was omitted in this study as the SiO2 substrates were 
always broken during the deposition process. It is well known that the softening point of 
SiO2 is 1680 oC and it should be able to withstand 800 oC. However, during the 
deposition, the substrates were hold and pressed tightly onto the holder. The extra stress 
and strength might have caused the substrates to be broken easily. The characterization 
from XRD shows no crystalline rutile TiO2 produced at all on SiO2 neither at high nor 
low deposition temperatures. Figure 3.5 shows the XRD data for the thin films deposited 
on SiO2 substrates at and above 400 oC. It shows only the substrate SiO2 peaks with no 
other impurities phase. There is no sign of TiO2 (200) peak even at a high temperature of 
600 oC. It is believed that the reason for unsuccessful forming of crystalline thin film is 
because of the high lattice mismatch. The lattice mismatched between SiO2 and rutile 
TiO2 is calculated to be 6.5 %, which is 3.0 % more mismatched than lattice between 
Al2O3 and TiO2. The property of Co-doped TiO2 thin films is found to be sensitive to the 
defects caused by the lattice mismatched. The results are further explained in next chapter 
that only crystalline thin films shown significant ferromagnetism when compared to the 
amorphous thin films. 
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Fig. 3.5: XRD spectra for Co-TiO2 thin films at 400 and 600 oC.  
TiO2 (200) was not present. 
3.3.3 Comparison of magnetic property in Co-doped TiO2 thin films 
synthesized on both Al2O3 and SiO2 substrates 









































Fig. 3.6: Room temperature hysteresis loop of the crystalline and amorphous 
 thin films on Al2O3 substrate. 
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After determination of the structures of the thin films, the next focus was to 
analyze the magnetic property with alternative gradient magnetometer (AGM). Room 
temperature magnetization measurement was carried out with the magnetic field applied 
parallel to the thin films. The AGM result shows that the magnitude of saturate 
magnetization in the crystalline TiO2 rutile thin films is higher than the amorphous thin 
films. The highest magnetization obtained is at a value of 11.0 emu/cm3 for the best 
crystalline thin film synthesized at 600 oC and under 1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure. 
The results are shown in Fig. 3.6. It can be shown that only thin films that formed in 
crystalline structure are magnetic. Those amorphous films are considered non-magnetic 
as the saturation magnetic moment is too low, which is more than ten times lower than 
the crystalline films (Fig. 3.6 compared to Fig. 3.7). 




























Fig. 3.7: Room temperature hysteresis loop of the amorphous thin films on SiO2 substrate. 
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The summary of the trend and value of the saturate magnetization for both 
crystalline and amorphous thin films is shown in Fig 3.8. The trend shows clearly that 
only crystalline thin films are with significant ferromagnetism. The value of the saturated 
magnetic moment for the first crystalline film synthesis at 400 oC is 7.3 emu/cm3 and it 
increases to the highest value of 11.0 emu/cm3 at 600 oC. These results suggested that the 
good solid solution rutile Co-doped TiO2 alloy is formed and accompanied by the 
improvement of crystallinity. According to G. C. Han et. al. [3.8], their results also 
showed that Ms increases as the crystallinity of samples improves. However in our study, 
the saturation magnetic moment increased initially but it dropped to 2.9 emu/cm3 for the 
film deposited at 800 oC. Meanwhile, the thin film deposited at 800 oC is also a highly 
textured crystalline film. The decreasing of the saturated magnetization is further 
investigated by the morphology of the thin film. The deposition temperature does affect 
the growing conditions of the thin film. Good thin film quality is essential as it is 
important in contributing to the magnetic property. The trend of the ferromagnetism in 
Co-doped TiO2 will be discussed together with the surface morphology analyses by AFM 
and SEM in section 3.3.4. 
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Fig. 3.8: Trend of saturated magnetic moment for all the Co-TiO2 thin films grown on 
Al2O3 and SiO2 substrates. 
In most of the literature, the magnetic property of Co-doped TiO2 system is 
discussed by using the unit of µB/Co atom. In order to further study the saturate 
magnetization and make it comparable with the literatures, we are converting the data by 
the following method: 





















Given, 1 emu = 10-3 Am2 
And, 1 µB = 9.27 × 10-24 Am2  
Where, ρ= density, V= volume and Mr = molecular mass of cobalt. 
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The cobalt percentage in the thin film was measured by X-ray photoelectron 
spectrum (XPS) and the one of the original data is shown in Fig. 3.9. The experimental 
data of the atomic % of cobalt in each thin film that measured from the XPS are 
summarized in Table 3.1. Cobalt percentage for thin films deposited at 400, 600 and 800 
oC is 2.7, 3.6 and 1.4 % respectively. The calculated µB/Co atom is 0.32, 0.36 and 0.25 
accordingly (Table 3.1). For clarification, an example calculation of thin film deposited at 
600 oC is shown. Where, 
1 emu = 10-3 Am2 
1 µB = 9.27 × 10-24 Am2 
Saturate agnetic moment, Ms of thin film synthesized at 600 oC = 11 emu/cm3 

































magnetic moment from experimental 
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 emu / m3 
         = 0.013 βµ  
From the XPS data, we have only 3.6% of cobalt in thin film synthesized at 600 
oC. Hence, the magnetic moment per cobalt atom is 0.36 βµ . 
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Fig. 3.9: XPS spectrum of crystalline thin film synthesized at 600 oC. 
The overall magnetic moment values are much lower than 1.7 µB/Co atom, where 
1.7 µB/Co atom is the well-known value of bulk cobalt metal. It has proved that the 
cobalts in the thin films are not in Co metal state. The range of ~ 0.3 µB/Co atom was first 
reported by Matsumoto et. al. [3.1] in year 2001. They postulated that the ferromagnetic 
property may be caused by the substitution of Co2+ for the edge sharing nature of Ti4+ in 
TiO6 octahedrons. Our thin films showed average Ms = ~ 0.3 µB / Co atom. This value is 
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important as it may confirm the absence of cobalt metal cluster and also indicate that the 
Co2+ may have substituted with Ti4+ in the lattice. The interaction between the spin of 
Co2+ and Ti4+ is believed to create ferromagnetism.  
Table 3.1: The atomic % of cobalt from XPS and the calculated magnetic moment  
(µB / Co atom) for crystalline thin films grown at temperatures of 400, 600 and 800 oC. 
 
 
Thin films synthesized at 400 and 600 oC have almost the same value of µB / Co 
atom. However, thin film deposited at 800 oC showed lower magnetization. Further study 
of the thin films properties by AFM and SEM in described in the next session. It is found 
that the ferromagnetism is related to the thin films morphology. The results agreed well 
with the conclusion from structural study in chapter 3.3.1.  
3.3.4 Relation of magnetic property and surface morphology of Co-doped 
TiO2 thin films  
The surface morphology was studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 3.10 and 3.11 showed the morphology of 
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amorphous thin films grown at 25 and 100 oC. The particles formed are not in regular 
round shape as compared to those crystalline thin films in Fig. 3.12. At lower deposition 
temperatures, the substance ablated from laser just deposited onto the substrate without 
changing in phase or orientation as the energy of the transformation is not high enough. 
  
Fig. 3.10: AFM images of the amorphous 
thin films grown at the temperature of 
25 oC. 
Fig. 3.11: AFM images of the amorphous thin 
films grown at the temperature of 
100 oC. 
However, at high deposition temperatures, the energy on the substrates is high 
enough to turn the amorphous thin films into crystalline ones. This is shown in Fig. 3.12 
that the crystalline thin films deposited at 400 and 600 oC are formed into regular 
granular shapes on the surfaces. It is noticed that the particles become smaller as the 
temperature is increased from 400 to 600 oC and the granular packing is denser at higher 
temperature. However, AFM is not able to analyze the grains size of each thin film. The 
average grain size of the thin films can be estimated from the XRD data by Scherrer's 
formula.  
25 oC 100 oC 1 µm 1 µm 
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Fig. 3.12: AFM surface images of the crystalline thin films at A) 400 oC and B) 600 oC. 
Figure 3.13 shows the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the TiO2 (200) peaks 







Where d = grain size 
 λ = wavelength of the x-ray ( Cu Kα = 1.5405 Å) 
ß = FWHM of diffraction peak 
cos θ = angle corresponding to the peak 
 From the calculation, the grain size of the thin films deposited at 400, 600 and 
800 oC are 17.9, 25.8 and 34.3 nm respectively. The grains size increased with 
temperature but the particle size has decreased. This might be indicating that the 
400 oC 600 oC 1 µm 1 µm 
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substitution process has taken place and formed into new material of DMS Co-doped 
TiO2 solid solution at 600 oC. The new material is believed to have smaller particle size. 


























Fig. 3.13:  FWHM of TiO2 (200) peaks synthesized at 400, 600 and 800 oC. 
At 800 oC, the crystalline thin film even formed into a partially continuous film 
rather than separated granular particles (Fig. 3.14). More than two particles are joining 
together to form into a flatter sheet thin film. The XRD peak also shifted to a higher 
degree at a higher temperature. This explains the factor that caused the decreasing in 
magnetic property for thin film deposited at 800 oC. The roughness analysis of this thin 
film from AFM is shown in Fig. 3.15. It shows that it has only average of 2 nm in surface 
roughness which means that the film is very smooth. The joining of the thin films might 
also indicate that the Co2+ has substituted or interstitial into TiO2 matrix better at 800 oC 
and becomes the potential intrinsic DMS. Perhaps at the higher deposition temperature, 
the particles or grains tend to join together and reduce the grain boundaries. This could 
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decrease the probability of cobalt clustering or may be enhance the correct location for 
substitution of Co2+ with Ti4+ in the film, and therefore reduce the measured magnetic 
moment. Granular thin films deposited at 400 oC and 600 oC might consist of more than 
one phase and possibly, some of the contamination phases such as cobalt clusters, cobalt 
(II) oxides and cobalt (III) oxides might have contributed to the ferromagnetism.  
A) 800 oC - 2D illustration 
 
B) 800 oC – 3D illustration 
 
Fig. 3.14: A) AFM surface images of the crystalline joint thin film at 800 oC  








800 oC 1 µm 
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Fig. 3.15: AFM roughness analysis of the thin film deposited at 800 oC. 
The SEM image of the highly crystalline rutile Co-doped TiO2 deposited at 800 
oC is shown in Fig. 3.16. The surface of the thin film consists of uniformly distributed 
small particles. The SEM image presents that the small particle has the size of about 35 
nm. It also matches to the AFM results that two or more particles are joining together and 
formed into a flatter sheet thin film. Granular particles surface is not obvious. 
 
 
Fig. 3.16: SEM image of the thin film grown at 800 oC  
 under 1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure.
 
1 µm 
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The magnetic property study is very much related to the crystallinity and the 
morphology of the thin film. When the thin films were amorphous, the ferromagnetism is 
insignificant. However, when the thin films were grown into crystalline, the magnetic 
property becomes obvious. The highest saturate magnetic moment can reach up to 11.0 
emu/cm3 for the granular thin film synthesized at 600 oC. The saturated magnetic moment 
dropped to 2.9 emu/cm3 when the thin film turns into a slightly joint-film at 800 oC. 
Chambers et. al. [3.2] believed that the reduction in saturation magnetic moment is due to 
the better dispersion and incorporation of Co2+ within the rutile TiO2 lattice. Hence, the 
reduction of saturated magnetic moment from 11.0 to 2.9 emu/cm3 might indicate that 
thin films synthesized at 800 oC have further moved nearer to the intrinsic dilute 
magnetic semiconductor. Thin films deposited at 400 and 600 oC might still have some 
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3.4 Summary 
 
New dilute magnetic semiconductor materials with good ferromagmetic property 
are needed to meet the increasing demands in the market. In this chapter, synthesizing 
process and properties of Co-doped TiO2 thin films are reported. We managed to 
fabricate crystalline TiO2 (200) highly textured thin film at relatively low temperature, 
which is only 400 oC on Al2O3 (0001) substrate. However, only amorphous thin films 
were produced on SiO2 (100) substrate whether at low or high temperatures. The highest 
magnetic moment of the thin films is achived by depositing the thin film at 600 oC under 
1 x 10-4 Torr oxygen partial pressure. At this condition, the magnetic property can reach 
up to 11.0 emu/cm3. It is calculated that each cobalt atom in the film has contributed only 
0.36 µB. This value is far below the bulk cobalt magnetic moment, 1.7 µB/Co atom. It 
proves that the cobalt in our crystalline thin film is not metal cobalt cluster. To date, it 
has been difficult to ascertain whether the ferromagnetism is an intrinsic property or an 
artifact from secondary phases or impurities. In conclusion, our results may indicate that 
Co2+ is possibly substituted for Ti4+ in Co-doped TiO2 thin films as the Bohr magneton 
per cobalt atom contribution is much lower than bulk cobalt. However, the intrinsic 
mechanism of ferromagnetism is still unclear. Further investigation on the similar DMS 
system by doping cobalt in ZnO system will be carried out in the next chapter. The 
purpose is to further study the interaction of cobalt with semiconductor lattice that is 
believed to contribute in the ferromagnetism. If the ferromagnetic property is observed in 
both the Co-doped TiO2 and Co-doped ZnO systems, the property has a high possibility 
to be intrinsic. 
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Chapter 4 Co-doped-ZnO Dilute Magnetic  
Semiconductor Thin Films 
This chapter focuses on the research work of another potential dilute magnetic 
semiconductor, Co-doped ZnO system. The Co-doped ZnO was again deposited on two 
different substrates, Al2O3 and SiO2. The properties of the synthesized thin films are 
studied and the relation of the properties to its structure is reported. Single phase and 
highly textured Co-doped ZnO thin films are successfully grown at relatively low 
temperature, 100 oC on both the Al2O3 and SiO2 substrates. The single ZnO (002) phase 
formed is pure with no cobalt segregation detected. Besides the ferromagnetic property, 
the electrical and optical properties of the deposited films were also studied. The analysis 
revealed that the magnetic ordering was observed only for thin films deposited on the 
Al2O3 substrate. Thin films on the SiO2 substrate were non-magnetic. The band gap of the 
Co-doped ZnO thin films was also studied and compared with pure ZnO thin film. The 
doped DMS preserved its semiconductor lattice well without modifying the band gap. 
4.1 Co-doped ZnO Thin Film Literature Review 
In chapter 3, we have studied Co-doped TiO2 system and in this chapter, cobalt 
was still doped as the magnetic ion but the semiconductor matrix is still remaining as 
ZnO. GaN and ZnO appear to be the most promising materials to have Curie temperature 
at and above room temperature, but the low solubility of transition metal impurities in 
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GaN, incorporation of transition metal ions is a considerable challenge. Recently, ZnO 
has been identified as a promising DMS candidate for room temperature spintronics. 
Band structure calculations suggest that p-type ZnO doped with V, Cr, Fe, Co, and Ni 
may be transparent ferromagnets. Films grown using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and 
laser molecular beam epitaxy exhibit ferromagnetic behaviors at promisingly high 
transition temperatures. However, low reproducibility, low crystal quality and weak 
magnetization remain an issue in this Co-doped ZnO system. A powerful review of DMS 
state of the art by Pearton et. al. [4.1] summarized that ZnO : Co system has particularly 
promising applications in spintronics that requires ferromagnetism near room temperature. 
Risbud et. al. [4.2] also suggested that the wide bandgap wurtzite phase semiconductor 
ZnO is very suitable to be the matrix in DMS as the zinc ions can be substituted by 
magnetic transition metal ions to yield a metastable solid solution. Nevertheless, zinc 
oxide is also optically transparent and an n-type semiconductor. Chambers et. al. [4.3] 
stated that n-type is attractive for spintronics because electrons exhibit longer spin 
relaxation time than holes. Zinc oxide is also a direct band gap semiconductor with Eg = 
3.35 eV at room temperature and the hall mobility in ZnO single crystal is in the order of 
200 cm2V-1s-1 [4.4]. ZnO has a hexagonal (wurtzite) crystal structure with a = 3.25 Å and 
c = 5.12 Å. ZnO is also a material where the doping system is always having a Tc well 
above room temperature. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the data collected from Pearton et. al. 
[4.1] and Dietl et. al. [4.5] that ZnO is also a wide band gap semiconductor and is 
predicted to have a Curie temperature well above room temperature. These properties are 
comparable with the current famous and popular semiconductors, gallium nitride (GaN). 
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The summary of ZnO properties is listed in Table 4.1. The table was taken from Pearton 
[4.1].  
Since the usefulness and the promising results reported for Co-doped ZnO, many 
researchers have started to investigate this system and use it for spintronic application, 
which is an important step toward semiconductor electronics that use both the spins and 
charge of electrons. The first prediction of DMS feasibility study was carried out by Dietl 
et. al. [4.5] in year 2000. Their Zener model described that the ferromagnetism in Zinc-
blende magnetic semiconductors is feasible and reveal the importance of spin-orbit 
coupling that induced ferromagnetism. Ando et. al. [4.6] then tried to find evidence to 
support the prediction and they observed huge magneto-optical effects in Co-doped ZnO 
thin films.  Ueda et. al. [4.7] found that their Co-doped ZnO thin films display Curie 
temperature from 280 to 300 K with a saturation magnetization between 1.8 and 2.0 µB 
per Co atom. Tuan et. al. [4.8] also found that the Co is in +2 oxidation state and the 
ferromagnetism is strong up to 350 K.  
In this chapter, the Co-doped-ZnO system will be synthesized and the important 
ferromagnetic property that is temperature dependent and structure related will be studied 
and analyzed. The ferromagnetic results between Co-doped TiO2 in chapter 3 will also be 
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Fig. 4.2: Curie temperature of semiconductors [4.5]. 
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Table 4.1: Properties of wurtzite zinc oxide [4.1]. 
Physical Property Value 
 
Lattice parameters at 300 K 
 
ao 0.32495 nm 
co 0.52069 nm 
ao / co 1.602 (ideal hexagonal  
structure shows 1.633) 
Density 5.606 g/cm3 
Stable phase at 300 K Wurtzite 
Melting Point 1975 oC 
Thermal conductivity 0.6, 1-1.2 
ao = 6.5 x 10-6 Linear expansion coefficient (/ oC) 
co = 3.0 x 10-6 
Static dielectric constant 8.656 
Refractive index 2.008, 2.029 
Energy gap 3.4 eV, direct 
Intrinsic carrier concentration < 106 cm-3 
Exciton binding energy 60 m eV 
Electron effective mass 0.24 
Electron Hall mobility at 300K for low 
n-type conductivity 
200 cm2 (Vs)-1 
Hole effective mass 0.53 
Hole Hall mobility at 300K for low p-
type conductivity 
5-50 cm2 (Vs)-1 
 
4.2 Experiments 
4.2.1 Thin films deposition 
The experimental procedures are almost the same as those in chapter 3.2.1. The 
only change in this chapter is that cobalt was doping into zinc oxide, ZnO semiconductor 
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instead of titanium dioxide, TiO2. The target used in this chapter is (CoO)0.1(ZnO)0.9. The 
purpose of changing the semiconductor matrix is to do a comparison study between DMS 
on TiO2 and DMS on ZnO. It is believed that epitaxy ZnO thin film is easier to form in 
this study compared to forming epitaxy TiO2. This is because both the substrates of Al2O3 
(0001) and SiO2 (001) are having the same hexagonal structure with wurtzite ZnO while 
the previous study of TiO2 thin film is in tetragonal structure. Majority of the researchers 
are using Al2O3 and SiO2 as substrates in synthesizing ZnO based DMS for the same 
reason.  The characterization techniques are also the same as described in chapter 3.2.2. 
However, in this chapter, an additional character of Co-doped ZnO was being analyzed – 
the semiconductor bandgap behaviors, which was studied by UV-Vis measurement. The 
result is described in chapter 2.2.6. 
4.3 Results and Discussions 
 
4.3.1 Co-ZnO thin films on sapphire Al2O3 substrates 
4.3.1.1 Structure of Co-doped ZnO thin films 
Chapter 4.3 has been divided into two sessions where its first session focuses on 
the Co-doped ZnO on sapphire, Al2O3 (0001) substrates, while the second session focuses 
on the Co-doped ZnO on quartz, SiO2 (001) substrates. Both the substrates having the 
same hexagonal structure with the ZnO (002) formed but both the systems revealed 
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different properties of Co-doped ZnO DMS. In order to analyze the physical property of 
the thin films, the film thickness was firstly measured by a surface profilometer. The 
thicknesses were found in the range from 100 to 280 nm and increased with substrate 
temperature.  



































Fig. 4.3:  XRD spectrum of ZnO (002) peaks on Al2O3 substrates  
at different temperatures. 
The structure of the thin films lattices was studied by XRD and it is shown in Fig. 
4.3. It is clear that most of the thin films not only preserved their ZnO semiconductor 
lattices but also formed into highly textured structures. Only ZnO (002) and (004) 
hexagonal peaks are observed. No other impurity peaks are presented. It means that no 
cobalt segregation or any secondary phases of cobalt are formed. For the same reason as 
in chapter 3.3.1, the thin film was amorphous when deposited at room temperature. The 
pure zincite phase started to form at a relatively low temperature, which is 100 oC. The 
crystalline transformation temperature for ZnO (002) is lower than TiO2 (200) where the 
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crystalline TiO2 (200) peak formed at 400 oC.  Figure 4.3 shows that the ZnO (002) peak 
has been fully developed when temperature increases to 800 oC. The full width half 
maximum (FWHM) of the highly textured ZnO (002) peak rocking curve at 800 oC is 
0.25 o as shown in Fig. 4.4. The crystallinity is not as good as the TiO2 (200) formed on 
Al2O3 where its rocking curve is only 0.065 o. This is because of the lattice mismatched 
between ZnO and Al2O3 is big, which is 31.7 %. Given that the a lattice of ZnO and 
Al2O3 is 0.325 and 0.476 nm respectively. However, ZnO (002) is still able to form on 
Al2O3 substrate due to the same hexagonal structure that both ZnO and Al2O3 are having. 
The intensity of the XRD increases with temperature from 100 oC to 800 oC. However, 
same as in the case of Co-doped TiO2, the ZnO (002) peaks also shifted to higher degrees 
when deposition temperature is increased, especially at 800 oC. It is believed that the 
lattices of ZnO have been partially substituted by Co2+ as suggested by Risbud et al [4.2]. 
To further confirm the complete absent of cobalt segregation, a considerably slow scan 
near the cobalt peaks was performed and it shows no signal of it. 

























Fig. 4.4: Rocking curve of ZnO (002) peak deposited at 800 oC. 
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4.3.1.2 Surface morphology of Co-doped ZnO thin films  
Figure 4.5 shows the surface morphology of the thin films by AFM analyses. All 
of the films synthesized from 100 to 800 oC are majority homogenous except deposition 
at 25 oC. At 25 oC, the surface of the thin film is uneven and the particles formed on the 
surface are not in regular shape. However, the thin film deposited at 100 oC has regular 
round shape particles, which are uniformly formed onto the substrate surface. Thin film 
formed at 400 oC is still homogenous but the particles have expanded unevenly. 
Therefore, the surface at 400 oC is slightly un-uniform and non-regular. The particles size 
increased with the rising in temperature from 25 to 400 oC, but the shape of the particles 
changed when temperature increases up to 600 oC. Thin films formed at 600 and 800 oC 
are flat and smooth. Round shape particles are not noticeable. They have formed into 
flatter surfaces without visible particles.  
One interesting point to emphasize is that the same phenomenon or the same 
morphology transformation as described in chapter 3.3.4 for Co-doped TiO2 system. The 
trend is repeating more obviously in the Co-doped ZnO system. When the temperature 
reaches 600 oC, the thin film is transforming from a particle film to a flatter sheet joint 
film (Fig. 4.6). The flatter sheet joint film is more obvious for the thin films deposited at 
800 oC (Fig. 4.5). Figure 4.6 shows the morphology of the transformation process. Two 
or more particles started to join and formed into longer island shapes rather than round 
shapes particles. Second figure of 4.6 shows the latter part of the process where most of 
the island shapes particles are joined together and formed into the longer path ways. 
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When deposition temperature increases to 800 oC, the longer path ways expand and 
become bigger channels with smoother morphologies on the thin film surface. 































       Fig. 4.5: AFM images of Co-doped ZnO thin films on sapphire Al2O3 substrates from 
temperature 25 to 800  oC. Inset of 100 and 800  oC show the 3D images. 
In chapter 3.3.4, the Co2+ has substituted for Ti4+ in TiO6 octahedral matrix as the 
thin film becomes smoother. For the same reason, It is believed that the Co2+ might have 
substituted with Zn2+ in ZnO lattices. Furthermore, from the XRD data in chapter 4.3.1.1, 
1 µm 1 µm 1 µm 
1 µm 1 µm 
25 oC 100 oC 400 oC 
600 oC 800 oC 
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the ZnO peak is shifted to higher degrees at higher temperatures. This indicates that the d 
lattice spacing is smaller. From literature, ionic Zn2+ radius is 88.0 pm and ionic Co2+ is 
83.8 pm. The substitution of Co2+ for Zn2+ might have a higher possibility to shorten the 
d lattice spacing in the ZnO matrix. It is also important that the lattice constants shrink 
without changing the ZnO wurtzite structure. 
 
 
Fig. 4.6: AFM images of transformation from particle film to joint film at 600 oC. 
The summary of AFM roughness analyses is shown in Fig. 4.7. It can be seen that 
the roughness increases from 0.7 nm to 1.1 nm and then to 1.7 nm for thin films 
deposited at temperature from 25, 100 to 400 oC. It suddenly decreases from 1.7 to only 
0.3 nm for thin films deposited at 600 oC. The decreasing magnitude is about 82 %. The 
decrease in the roughness is because the thin film has been transformed from a granular 
particle film to a flatter sheet joint film.  Smooth thin film is important as the smoother 
the thin film, the higher the chance for a better diffusion of Co2+ into the ZnO lattice.  
1 µm 1 µm 
600 oC 600 oC 
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Fig. 4.7: Roughness of Co-doped ZnO thin films as a function of temperature. 
4.3.1.3 Magnetic property of Co-doped ZnO thin films 
After analyzing the structural and surface morphology of the thin films, the 
magnetic property of the thin films was investigated. The magnetic measurements were 
shown in Fig. 4.8. Thin film synthesized at deposition temperature of 400 oC has the 
highest saturated magnetization (Ms), which is about 120 emu/cm3. This value is about 
ten times higher when compared with the Co-doped TiO2 system. The highest value of 
magnetization in Co-doped TiO2 system is only 11.0 emu/cm3 for thin film synthesized at 
600 oC.  
Although the trend of the surface morphology changes is the same for both Co-
doped ZnO and Co-doped TiO2 system, the magnetization trend in the Co-doped ZnO is 
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different from the Co-doped TiO2 system. In the Co-doped TiO2 system, all the 
crystalline thin films show ferromagnetism property. But in the Co-doped ZnO system,
 
not all the crystalline thin films show significant magnetization. Crystalline thin films 
deposited at 600 and 800 oC have lower saturated magnetization (Ms) than amorphous 
thin films deposited at 25 and 100 oC in the Co-doped ZnO system. 
Literature data reported by Kim et. al. [4.9] revealed that highest Ms value of 60 
emu/cm3 is caused by the presence of Co clusters. Our Co-doped ZnO thin film 
synthesized at 400 oC has doubled the value, which is about 120 emu/cm3. Therefore, at 
the deposition temperature of 400 oC, Co clusters might have formed and might have also 
contributed to the saturated magnetization. However, the cobalt clusters are undetectable 
by the XRD as the cobalt concentration is low. AFM image in Fig. 4.5 shows that the 
granular particles formed at 400 oC are slightly uneven and not regular. It implies that 
more than two phases may be formed together on the surface. But the phases presented 
on the thin films are not easy to be determined and differentiated from AFM analyses 
alone. The presence of cobalt clusters still remains unclear at this moment. Further study 
of the presence or absence of these ferromagnetic clusters can be analyzed by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
The highest value of Ms is dropped from 120 to the lowest value of 2.7 emu/cm3 
when the deposition temperature increases from 400 to 800 oC. Ms value of 2.7 emu/cm3 
is comparable to the value of 2.9 emu/cm3 in Co-doped TiO2 thin films deposited at the 
same 800 oC in chapter 3.3.3. Yang et. al. [4.10] also reported the similar magnetization 
of 2.91 emu/cm3 for their (Zn, Co) O thin films by sputtering. It was believed that some 
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fractions of Zn atoms were substituted by Co. It is hence convinced that in our Co-doped 
ZnO system, the Co2+ have substituted for Zn2+ in ZnO lattice at the deposition 
temperature of 800 oC. The large decrease in Ms value might also indicate the higher 
possibilities of diffusion or more substitution process have taken place. This postulation 
is also proven by the AFM image of the flatten sheet joint-film formation for both Co-
doped TiO2 and Co-doped ZnO thin films deposited at 800 oC (Fig. 3.12 in chapter 3.3.4 
and Fig. 4.5 in this chapter).  







































Fig. 4.8: Hysteresis loops of the thin films deposited on sapphire Al2O3 substrates. 
The thin film synthesized at 600 oC has an Ms value of 22.3 emu/cm3 and thin 
films synthesized at 25 and 100 oC has the same Ms value of 39.7 emu/cm3. These Ms 
values are much lower when compared to 120 emu/cm3 (thin films deposited at 400oC) 
but are much higher when compared to the thin films deposited at 800 oC where its Ms is 
2.7 emu/cm3. In the case of 120 emu/cm3, cobalt cluster formation is likely to have 
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formed. While in the case 2.7 emu/cm3, it is believed that the substitution of Co2+ with 
Zn2+ has taken place. It is hard to draw a conclusion for the intermediate value of Ms at 
this moment. Further comparison of the Ms values in the Co-doped ZnO with the Ms 
value in the Co-doped TiO2 in chapter 3 is carried out. The comparison data is shown in 
Table 4.2.  
Table 4.2: Comparison of saturate magnetization between 
 Co-doped ZnO and Co-doped TiO2. 
 
Temperature 25 oC 100 oC 400 oC 600 oC 800 oC 
Ms of Co-doped ZnO system 
on Al2O3 substrate (emu/cm3) 
 
39.7 39.7 120 22.7 2.7 
Ms of Co-doped TiO2 system 
on Al2O3 substrate (emu/cm3) 
 
0.5 0.7 7.3 11.0 2.9 
The overall Ms values are much higher in the Co-doped ZnO system. The high Ms 
values in this system is mainly caused by the Co cluster formation. At deposition 
temperatures of 25 and 100 oC, the Co cluster formation is not very significant as the 
cobalt formation is only at nucleation level due to low transformation energy. However at 
400 oC, The Co clusters grow into bigger particles. It is shown in AFM image that the 
surface of the thin films is fully covered with bigger and uneven granular particles. This 
might indicate that cobalt cluster growing process is more significant at higher 
temperatures. The Co cluster formation hence causes the saturated magnetization to be 
higher, where it reaches up to 120 emu/cm3. However at 600 oC, the Ms starts to decrease. 
From AFM images, the particles started to join together where the Co2+ tends to 
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substitute with Zn2+ rather than forming into clusters. The value of the Ms is between 
particle thin films and joint thin films. It also means that the ferromagnetism in thin films 
deposited at 600 oC has the effect of substitution mixed with the Co clustering. The thin 
film at 600 oC is still in partly particle and partly joint condition. The Ms value decreases 
further to 2.7 emu/cm3 when all the particles or grains join together into a sheet-film at 
800 oC. The thin film has a high possibility to form into real intrinsic DMS at a 
deposition temperature of 800 oC under 1 x 10-4 Torr partial oxygen pressure on Al2O3 
substrate. 
From the results obtained, it can be tentatively concluded that the deposition of 
Co-doped ZnO on Al2O3 substrates might prefer to grow Co clusters if temperature is not 
high enough for the substitution process to take place. However in Co-doped TiO2 on 
Al2O3, the Co2+ substitution is preferred as the Ms values are all in acceptable for 
ferromagnetism range. It may be because Co2+ substitution with Ti2+ is easier than Zn2+ in 
the semiconductor lattice. The speculation of the favorable substitution process is 
supported by the half reaction potential of the system, where the half reactions are: 
Co  Co2+ + 2 e- 
 
Zn2+ + 2 e-  Zn 
 
Ti2+ + 2 e-  Ti 
E = 0.28 V 
 
E = -0.76 V           
 
E = -1.63 V                                                                                
The potential of the substitution reaction are: 
Zn2+ + Co  Co2+ + Zn         
 
Ti2+ + Co  Co2+ + Ti 
E = -0.42 V 
 
E = -1.35 V 
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The more negative value of the potential indicating that the latter, where Co2+ substitution 
with Ti2+ is more favorable.  
4.3.1.4 Optical property of Co-doped ZnO thin films 





















Fig. 4.9: UV-Vis absorption spectra of Co-doped-ZnO thin films. 
The essential of fabricating a good dilute magnetic semiconductor is to preserve 
its ZnO semiconductor host lattice. Further characterization of the thin film by room-
temperature UV-Vis optical measurement provides the results as shown in Fig. 4.9. The 
Co-doped ZnO thin film starts to absorb at 387 nm, which is equivalent to 3.3 eV. The 
band gap of the film is the same as the bulk ZnO theoretically and experimentally, where 
pure ZnO has Eg = 3.35 eV at room temperature. Cobalt doping has no effects on 
changing the semiconductor band gap property. Furthermore, the absorbance spectra 
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show a clear absorption edge of the thin films when compared to the pure ZnO thin film. 
It indicates that the semiconductor host lattices are well preserved as the absorption 
coefficient is proportional to the electron density in the thin film.  
4.3.2 Co-doped ZnO thin films on SiO2 substrates 
4.3.2.1 Structure of Co-doped- ZnO thin films 
This chapter focuses on the Co-doped ZnO system on SiO2 (001) substrates. The 
structure of Co-doped ZnO on SiO2 substrates is different from Co-doped TiO2 on SiO2 
in chapter 3.3.2. Previously in Co-doped TiO2 system on SiO2 substrate, no crystalline 
peak appeared. All the thin films deposited are in amorphous form. It is because the TiO2 
(200) is in tetragonal structure but SiO2 (001) is in hexagonal structure; although the 
lattice mismatched between them is only 6.5 %. However, in Co-doped ZnO system, the 
ZnO (002) peak is able to form on SiO2 substrate despite that their lattice mismatched is 
as high as 33.8 %. This can be explained by the reason that the ZnO (002) is in the same 
hexagonal structure with SiO2 (001). The ZnO (002) peak starts to form at a low 
temperature of 100 oC (Fig. 4.10). This lowest crystalline formation temperature is the 
same as that in the Co-doped ZnO on Al2O3 system which is described in chapter 4.3.1.1. 
Co-doped ZnO is able to form textured crystalline thin film on both the hexagonal SiO2 
and Al2O3 substrates at 100 oC. The intensity of the crystalline peak increases with 
temperature.  
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However, one interesting point to note here is that the position of the crystalline 
ZnO peak does not shift on SiO2 substrate. Unlike in chapter 4.3.1.1, the ZnO peaks shift 
to a higher degree. The shifting of position in XRD might indicate that the Co2+ 
substituted with Zn2+, where the d lattice shrinks. However, the peak without shifting in 
this session needs further investigations. The mechanism of cobalt doping cannot be 
concluded at this moment. If the Co-doped ZnO onto SiO2 has no magnetic behaviors, 
then the importance of peak shifted in XRD is the indicator where it implies that the Co2+ 
substitution process has taken place. AFM and VSM measurements are further studied.  

































Fig. 4.10: XRD spectra of Co-doped ZnO thin films synthesized  
on SiO2 substrates at different temperatures. 
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Fig. 4.11: AFM images of the Co-doped ZnO thin films on SiO2 substrates. 
The AFM images of Co-doped ZnO on SiO2 substrates are presented in Fig. 4.11. 
It is noticed that the same trend appears previously that the particle-film turned into joint-
film is happened at 600 oC. The surface of thin film deposited at 25 oC is full of uneven 
and non regular round shape particles. The particles started to form into small regular 
round shape at 100 oC. When deposition temperature is further increased, the particles 
1 µm 1 µm 
1 µm 1 µm 
25 oC 100 oC 
400 oC 600 oC 
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grow and formed into bigger sizes at a deposition temperature of 400 oC. However, the 
transformation of the particle film to joint film on SiO2 substrate is not obvious. Only 
particles size reduction is seen at 600 oC. The joint film is not properly grown and the 
Co2+ substitution process may not be successful. This is proven again from the XRD that 
the crystalline peak did not shift even as deposition temperature increases. Deposition 
temperature is set lower than 600 oC as the substrate cannot withstand high heat energy.  
4.3.2.3 Magnetic property of Co-doped ZnO thin films 
 

































Fig. 4.12: Hysteresis loops of Co-doped ZnO thin films on SiO2 substrates 
at different temperatures. 
The overall hysteresis loops (Fig. 4.12) of Co-doped ZnO thin films on SiO2 
substrates show much lower saturated magnetization (Ms) than Co-doped ZnO on Al2O3 
substrate (chapter 4.3.1.3). All Ms values are less than 2.0 emu/cm3. These values are 
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almost near to the values of the amorphous thin films in Co-doped TiO2 in chapter 3.3.3, 
which they were considered as non-magnetic thin films. The non-magnetic definition is 
based on the experimental background signal of the pure Al2O3 and SiO2 substrates. The 
experimental magnetic moment of the pure substrates is less than 2 x 10-6 emu after a 
baseline correction. All of the DMS thin films samples were corrected with this baseline 
which has subtracted with the substrate background. It will be considered as non-
magnetic samples if the samples are having magnetic moment less than 2 x 10-6 emu. 
Furthermore, if the samples were magnetic, the signal of the hysteresis loop will not be in 
a straight line as shown in Fig. 4.13(a) but a slight ‘slanted Z’ curve as shown in Fig. 
4.13(b). The example of the experimental hysteresis signals of non-magnetic and 
magnetic are shown below: 
 A)      B) 















































Fig. 4.13: The experimental hysteresis loop of A) non-magnetic  
and B) magnetic samples 
From the original experimental data, we are able to identify the magnetic and non-
magnetic thin film samples. The Co-doped ZnO on Al2O3 is magnetic but Co-doped ZnO 
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on SiO2 is non-magnetic. From the XRD results, the ZnO peak shifted to a higher degree 
for Co-doped ZnO on Al2O3 but the same peak did not move at all for Co-doped ZnO on 
SiO2. It is suspected that Co2+ substitution has not happened here. The AFM results also 
prove that the joint-film did not successfully grow for Co-doped ZnO on SiO2 substrate 
even at a high temperature. The possible way to explain the absence of Co2+ substitution 
in this system is by comparing the lattice mismatch between the ZnO (002) on Al2O3 
(0001) and ZnO (002) on SiO2 (001) substrates. H. H. Nguyen et. al. [4.11] stated that 
“Due to the different lattice mismatch, films grown under the same growth conditions on 
different substrates have different saturation magnetization and coercivity.” The lattice 
mismatched between ZnO (002) and Al2O3 (0001) is 31.7 % and between ZnO (002) and 
SiO2 (001) is 33.8 %. Higher in lattice mismatched reduces the possibility of Co2+ 
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4.4 Summary 
Co-doped ZnO thin films have been
 
fabricated on Al2O3 (0001) and SiO2 (001) 
substrates by PLD. The deposition parameters were optimized to obtain high crystalline 
and magnetic thin films at room temperature. Co-doped ZnO on both Al2O3 and SiO2 
show crystalline structure even at a low temperature of 100 oC. XRD analyses shows that 
only ZnO single phase is formed and no cobalt segregation is detected. However, in Co-
doped ZnO on Al2O3 system, the ZnO (002) peak is shifted while the peak remains at the 
same position on SiO2 substrate. The peak shift of ZnO (002) on Al2O3 substrates 
indicates that the Co2+ has subtituted with the Zn2+ in semiconductor lattice. The 
substituted lattices causes spin intereaction and hence creates magnetism. Therefore, thin 
films deposited on Al2O3 are magnetic but thin films deposited on SiO2 are not magnetic. 
The intrinsic saturated magnetisation of Co-doped ZnO on Al2O3 is at 2.7 emu/cm3. The 
magnetic property is related to the surface morphology. The magnetic thin films manged 
to be formed into joint films on Al2O3 but the non-magnetic thin films mainly in particle 
form on SiO2 substrates. The optical property of the magnetic thin film was measured by 
UV-Vis spectroscopy and it has tranparency from 400 to 800 nm. The band gap of the 
magnetic thin films also preserves the same as pure ZnO thin film. It implies that cobalt 
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Chapter 5 Cu-doped-ZnO Dilute Magnetic  
Semiconductor Thin Films 
In chapters 3 and 4, cobalt, which is a magnetic ion was chosen as dopant into the 
semiconductors lattices and the results show that most of the Co-doped semiconductor 
thin films are ferromagnetic at room temperature. However, the nature of magnetism still 
remains inconclusive. Further from the investigation, doping of a non-magnetic ion into 
semiconductor lattices is the main aim. From the recent research and development, some 
of the researchers found that the ferromagnetism property in dilute magnetic 
semiconductor might be due to spin-spin interaction between the dopant and lattice or 
due to the defects in the lattices, or may be due to the ferromagnets precipitates. The non-
magnetic ion was chosen for our system is copper. Copper is not magnetic, and neither 
Cu2O nor CuO is ferromagnetic. Cu-ZnO has the possibility to be free from 
ferromagnetic precipitates and hence formed an unambiguous DMS.  
5.1 Cu-doped ZnO Thin Film Literature Review 
Much of the focus in DMS research has been to substitute intrinsically magnetic 
ions into various semiconductors since the prediction from Zener model by Dietl et. al. 
[5.1] and experimental results proven by Matsumoto et. al. [5.2]. However, the nature of 
ferromagnetism still remains unclear as it might be caused by the small magnetic cluster 
formation. The conclusion is still under debate or argument. Hence, some researchers 
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suggest doping non-magnetic ions to eliminate the possibility of magnetic clusters 
formed. Copper is selected in this study.  
Cu-doped semiconductor attracted more and more research interests since the 
theoretical study of temperature dependent magnetic susceptibilities of Cu2+ : ZnO based 
on crystal field theory by Brumage et. al. [5.3] in year 2001. After the prediction, Cu-
doped ZnO system has also been proven by experiment that their ferromagnetic behavior 
is intrinsic [5.4 – 5.8]. Buchholz et. al [5.4] reported that copper metals have non 
spontaneous magnetization but Cu ions can be spin polarized in some compounds [5.3]. 
Copper ions might have interaction between spin and electron which was also proven to 
have contributions in magnetic property according to Herng et. al. [5.5]. Hund’s rule 
stated that copper ion may have a total spin of ½ which has high potential to have 
interaction with semiconductor lattice that creates magnetic moment. Meanwhile, the 
secondary phase or oxides precipitates of copper, like CuO and Cu2O, are 
antiferromagnetic with low Neel temperature (far below room temperature).  
The main motivation in this chapter is to study the structure of the Cu-doped ZnO 
thin films and analyze the related ferromagnetic property of the thin films. The effects of 
different temperatures and gas partial pressures were studied in details. These parameters 
are important as they might control and manipulate the magnetic property of the thin 
films. The thin films were synthesized by pulsed laser deposition technique and the 
magnetic property was tested with VSM. The thin film surface morphology was studied 
by AFM. 
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5.2 Experiments 
5.2.1 Thin films deposition 
The procedures of synthesizing the thin films are almost the same as in chapter 
3.2 and 4.2. From previous experience, the thin films deposited on Al2O3 substrates are 
always stronger in magnetic property. The intrinsic ferromagnetism mechanism is still 
unclear. In order to totally minimize the possible of interference to the intrinsic 
ferromagnetism, the magnetic property of pure ZnO on the two different substrates were 
measured and used as a control. The magnetic property of pure ZnO on Al2O3 and SiO2 
were shown in Fig. 5.1. It is noticed that pure ZnO on Al2O3 substrate shows slightly 
significant magnetization than ZnO on SiO2 substrate. The value of saturated magnetic 
moment (Ms) for pure ZnO on Al2O3 substrate after a baseline correction is at 1.69 x 10-6 
emu/cm3. This is the value which we consider as non-magnetic in chapter 4.3.2.3. 
However, pure ZnO on SiO2 shows a straight line after baseline correction. It indicates 
that the interference of ferromagnetism in pure ZnO on SiO2 substrate is further reduced. 
Hence in this chapter, the deposition of the thin films only carried out on SiO2 substrates. 
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A)                    B) 




















































Fig. 5.1: Magnetic hysteresis loop of pure ZnO on A) Al2O3 and B) SiO2 substrates 
 after a baseline correction. 
All the Cu-doped ZnO thin films were grown by pulsed laser deposition from 
(CuO)0.1(ZnO)0.9 oxide targets. The procedures are the same as in chapters 3.2.1 and 4.2.1. 
The extra parameter studied in this chapter is the chamber gas partial pressure. The targets 
were firstly pressed into 1-inch diameter and then sintered at 1100 oC for 1 week. The 
substrates used in the Cu-ZnO system are SiO2 (101). The base pressure parameters were set 
at 1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure, 1 x 10-4 torr nitrogen partial pressure and 1 x 10-7 torr 
vacuum pressure. The substrate temperature was set at 25, 400 and 700 oC. The temperature 
at 800 oC was also omitted as the substrates could not withstand the high temperature. The 
target was ablated by KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm, τ = 30 ns) at a laser fluence of 1.0 
J/cm2. These films were deposited for a constant duration of 30 minutes. The 
characterization techniques are almost the same as in chapters 3.2.2 and 4.2.2. The film 
thicknesses were measured and are found in the range from 200 to 380 nm. The surface 
morphology was measured by AFM and the magnetic property was analyzed by VSM.  
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5.3 Results and Discussions 
 
5.3.1 Structure of Cu-doped ZnO thin films 
The XRD spectrum of the Cu-doped ZnO target is shown in Fig 5.2. The 
spectrum shows the comparison of the Cu-doped ZnO target with pure ZnO target. It 
shows that the ZnO polycrystalline peaks are almost equal and no significant shift is 
noticed. The Cu-doped ZnO target is pure without any copper or secondary copper phase 
segregations.  
The ionic radii of Zn2+ and Cu2+ are 88 and 87 pm, respectively. The difference is 
only 1 pm. It hence can be interpreted that if the Cu2+ were really substituted by Zn2+ in 
the lattice, the d lattice spacing would not be much affected. It has a high possibility that 
the ZnO lattice preserves as pure ZnO. 
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Fig. 5.1: XRD spectra of the Cu-doped ZnO target compared to pure ZnO target. 
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In this chapter, only thin films synthesized at 25, 400 and 700 oC are focused on. 
Deposition at 100 and 600 oC are omitted as the former temperature form low quality thin 
films while the latter temperature is a transformation point from a particle film to joint 
film. The purpose is to have an amorphous film at 25 oC, a high quality particle-film at 
400 oC and a high quality joint-film at 700 oC.  
From the XRD data in Fig. 5.3, the deposited thin films are able to form into 
single ZnO (002) phase from the polycrystalline target. The ZnO (002) phase barely 
forms at room temperature but the intensity increases when the deposition temperature 
rises to 400 oC. The thin films formed at the deposition temperature of 400 oC is ZnO 
(002) textured and without any impurity phases presented. However at 700 oC, both ZnO 
(002) and ZnO (101) are formed with Cu (111) impurity phase. It can be concluded that 
the quality of the thin films formed at 700 and 25 oC is poorer than that formed at 400 oC. 
























































Fig. 5.3: XRD spectra of Cu-doped ZnO thin films on SiO2 substrates. 
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From the above XRD spectra, it can be seen that the ZnO (002) peak at 400 oC is 
at 34.1 o, which is shifted by -0.3 o compared to pure ZnO (002) peak of 34.4 o. The thin 
film deposited at 700 oC matches to pure ZnO of 34.4 o. This implies that the d spacing of 
the ZnO expands at 400 oC and shrinks again at 700 oC. The shifting in XRD peak is used 
to illustrate the copper doping into the lattice. At 400 oC, the Cu2+ substitutes with Zn2+ in 
the lattice; while at 700 oC, the copper tends to form into secondary phase or Cu (111). 
However, the enlargement in ZnO d lattice spacing at 400 oC is contradicting to the 
expected results. Cu2+ doping  should shrink the lattice instead of expanding it as the ionic 
radius of Cu2+ is smaller than that of Zn2+. 
However, according to Feng et. al.’s theoretical study [5.6], the ferromagnetism of 
Cu-doped-ZnO film is only possible if two Cu2+ are substituted with two Zn2+ in the plane 
c with a separation distance of 5.2424 Å. This distance is slightly bigger than the c 
distance in pure ZnO which is only 5.20661 Å. The expansion in c lattice might cause the 
shifting in XRD peak to a smaller angle. Feng et. al. also emphasized that the substitution 
of Cu2+ with Zn2+ in c plane leads the new system to be the lowest energy state at room 
temperature. It is stable and feasible for DMS application. However, if the Cu2+ are 
substituted into the ab plane, this leads to an antiferromagnetic property. The thin film 
deposited at 400 oC has an expansion in lattice and if the magnetic property is prominent, 
our results are on the same trend as the explanations by Feng et. al. [5.6]. He also 
indicates that the magnetic coupling between transition metal (TM) ions sensitively 
depend on the TM-TM distances. This means that a homogenous distribution of TM ions 
in ZnO would favor ferromagnetism. 
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5.3.2 Surface morphology of Cu-doped ZnO thin films 
Figure 5.4 shows the surface morphology of the Cu-doped ZnO thin films. The 
thin film synthesized at 25 oC (Fig. 5.3) shows that the surface is not smooth and the 
particles are not in regular round shape. For the thin films synthesized at 400 and 700 oC, 
the particles are formed into round shape and the grain sizes are almost uniform. The 
particles grow when the temperature increases.  
However, the interesting phenomenon as stated in chapter 4.3.1.2, which is the 
formation of the joint film does not appear here. The particle film does not turn into joint 
film above 600 oC. The thin film is still granular at 700 oC. Further characterization of 




Fig. 5.4: AFM images of Cu-doped ZnO surfaces on SiO2 substrates at 
 25, 400 and 700 oC. 
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5.3.3 Temperature effect on the magnetic property of Cu-doped ZnO thin 
films 
In this session, the magnetic properties of the Cu-doped ZnO thin films deposited 
at different temperatures were analyzed. Figure 5.5 shows the magnetic property of Cu-
doped ZnO thin films measured by VSM. It seems that the thin film deposited, at 400 oC 
and under 1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure has the highest saturated magnetization of 
3.1 emu/cm3. Saturated magnetization from the thin films deposited at 25 and 700 oC is 
negligible as the signal is too weak. The value is less than 1 emu/cm3.  This result 
matches well with the results from XRD that at 400 oC, the lattice in ZnO expands. This 
might follow the theoretical from Feng et. al. that when two Cu2+ are substituted with two 
Zn2+, ferromagnetism is intrinsic as it comes from the spin interaction between copper 
and zinc. 
The magnitude of the magnetic moment for the thin films synthesized at 25 and 
700 oC decreases very much compared to the thin films synthesized at 400 oC. The 
tremendous reduction in magnetic moment in those films indicates that the copper has not 
incorporated into the ZnO lattice. At 25 oC, amorphous CuO and Cu2O might have 
formed together with the ZnO lattice. It can be observed in AFM images that two phases 
appear on the surface (Fig. 5.3). But both CuO and Cu2O peaks are not observed in XRD. 
This might be because of the compounds formed are not high concentration enough to be 
detected in XRD or the CuO and Cu2O formed are in amorphous form.  
Meanwhile, copper clustering is formed at 700 oC. It is shown in the XRD 
spectrum (Fig. 5.1). Copper clustering is unstable at room temperature and prefers to 
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form at high temperature [5.3]. The existence of unstable Cu clusters in ZnO 
semiconductor would result in an electron occupying a Cu 3d state, which leads to 
antiferromagnetism [5.3]. This explains why the magnetic moment has decreased more 
than ten times compared to the thin film deposited at 400 oC. Hence, the optimal 
condition to synthesize a high quality Cu-doped-ZnO dilute magnetic semiconductor film 
is 400 oC at an oxygen partial pressure.   































Fig. 5.5: Magnetic property of Cu-doped ZnO at different temperatures. 
5.3.4 Gas partial pressure effect on the magnetic property of Cu-doped ZnO 
thin films 
Besides studying the effect of temperature on magnetic property, the effects of 
different chamber gas partial pressures to the magnetic property of the thin film have also 
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been analysed. The results of the magnetic properties are shown in Fig. 5.5 and the 
summary is compiled in Table 5.1. 
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Fig 5.6: Hysteresis loops of Cu-doped ZnO thin films on SiO2 substrates at 
 A) 25 oC, B) 800 oC and C) 400 oC under different partial pressures. 
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Table 5.1: The saturate magnetization of Cu-doped ZnO thin films at different 
temperatures and chamber gas partial pressures. 
 
**1x10-4 Torr for O2 and N2 and 1x10-7 Torr for vacuum 
It can be seen that only magnetic moment for the thin film deposited at 400 oC 
and 1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure is significant. The rest of the thin films show 
non-magnetic characteristic. The chamber gas partial pressure does not play an important 
role in controlling the magnetic property if the intrinsic DMS is not formed at the first 
stage. The deposition temperature is the initial key factor to form the single solid solution 
or intrinsic DMS. Only when the new solid solution is formed, the chamber gas partial 
pressure starts to play a role to control the ferromagnetism of the thin film. 
Oxygen is commonly used in synthesizing the DMS thin films. This is because 
the oxygen deficiency in the thin film affects the ferromagnetism characteristic. For the 
thin films synthesized at 400 oC, only thin films deposited at an oxygen pressure of 1 x 
10-4 torr shows magnetism. At nitrogen chamber and vacuum environment, the thin films 
formed are non-magnetic. The thin film under the vacuum deposition shows lowest value 
of 0.3 emu/cm3. This range of Ms value is considered as non-magnetic. From the results 
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here, we believed that under nitrogen and vacuum deposition, the thin film might have 
more oxygen vacancies. These oxygen vacancies reduce the ferromagnetism according to 
Ye et. al. [5.9]. They stated that oxygen vacancy reduces the chances of spin interaction 
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5.4 Summary 
 
 Structural and magnetic properties of Cu-doped ZnO dilute magnetic semiconductor 
thin films by pulsed laser deposition are reported. The optimal conditions to prepare good 
quality and high magnetic moment thin films are a deposition temperature of 400 oC and 
1x10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure. At this optimal condition, the saturated magnetization 
is significant at a value of 3.1 emu/cm3. The key point to successfully synthesize a good 
DMS solid solution is to firstly develop a good base for the right structural thin film. 
Crystalline structure of the thin films is important as it provides a high possibility for the 
Cu2+ substitution process to take place in the thin films. Oxygen chamber gas for the 
deposition is important to control the ferromagnetism. Without the presence of oxygen, 
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This thesis focuses on synthesizing and characterizing of a new group and popular 
in demand materials, dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS). Three possible DMS 
systems were investigated in this thesis. The first system is Co-doped TiO2, the second 
system Co-doped ZnO and the last system Cu-doped ZnO. 
In the first part of Co-doped TiO2, a detailed study in the relationship between the 
thin film surface morphology and its magnetic property has been reported. The main 
phenomenon observed is that only crystalline Co-doped TiO2 thin films are magnetic, 
while those amorphous thin films are non-magnetic. The optimal conditions to synthesize 
crystalline Co-doped TiO2 thin film are to deposit the thin films at a temperature of 400 
oC and 1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure on Al2O3 substrates. Deposition temperature 
below 400 oC produces only amorphous thin film. Furthermore, only deposition onto the 
Al2O3 substrate successfully induces crystallinity. Those thin films deposited on the SiO2 
substrates are amorphous. This is due to the lattice mismatch between TiO2 and the 
substrates. Cobalt doping might create possibility that the magnetic property comes from 
the cobalt cluster formation. In the Co-doped TiO2 system, the highest magnetization is 
11.0 emu/cm3. It is calculated that each cobalt atom in the thin film has contributed only 
0.36 µB, which is far below the bulk cobalt magnetic moment of 1.7 µB/Co atom. It proves 
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that the cobalt in our crystalline thin films is not metal cobalt clusters. In summary, our 
results indicate that Co2+ is possibly substituted for Ti4+ in Co-doped TiO2 thin films as 
the Bohr magneton per cobalt atom contribution is much lower than bulk cobalt. One 
important point to note here is the result of peak shift in XRD data. The peak shift could 
be the first indicator of the successful substitution process and linked to the confirmation 
of real intrinsic DMS formed. The important information derived from the peak shift is 
more obvious in chapter 2. 
In the second part of the investigation, we kept the same cobalt, a magnetic 
element as the dopant but changed the semiconductor matrix from TiO2 to ZnO. A 
comparison between Co-doped TiO2 and Co-doped ZnO is also carried out. In this 
chapter, the peak shift in XRD provides important information on the formation of single 
phase solid solution, which is the real intrinsic DMS. Although the highly textured and 
crystalline Co-doped ZnO thin films are successfully deposited on the Al2O3 and SiO2 
substrates at 100 oC, the XRD peak shift is only noticed for thin films deposited on Al2O3 
but not on SiO2. Hence, thin films deposited on Al2O3 are magnetic but thin films 
deposited on SiO2 are not magnetic. It is believed that peak shift indicates that the Co2+ 
has subtituted with the semiconductor lattice. Besides peak shifting, the formation of joint 
film (AFM iamges) is also a good indicator to further prove the formation of single phase 
solid solution. The thin films manged to form into the joint film on Al2O3 substrates but 
still remain mainly the particle film on SiO2 substrates. Besides studying the magnetic 
property with its thin film morphology, the effect of cobalt dopant on the ZnO bandgap 
was also investigated. The band gap of the Co-doped ZnO magnetic thin films preserves 
the same as pure ZnO thin films. It implies that cobalt doping does not cause a change in 
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the energy band gap structure. The optical property of the magnetic thin film was 
measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy and it has tranparency from 400 to 800 nm.  It means 
that the new group of Co-doped ZnO DMS has the potential for optoelectronic 
applications. 
 The last part of this thesis is focused more on non-magnetic doping DMS. From the 
previous experience and finding, the nature of ferromagnetism property from the thin 
films is still unclear. In order to minimize the suspicion, a non-magnetic element, copper, 
was chosen as dopant in the last part of investigation. Neither copper clusters nor the 
secondary phases of copper are magnetic. Further from the deposition temperature 
parameters, the effect of chamber gas to the magnetic property of the thin films was also 
studied. Among all the thin films of Cu-doped ZnO, only the one synthesized at 400 oC 
and 1 x 10-4 torr oxygen partial pressure shows magnetic property. Again for same 
reason, this thin film has shown the peak shifting in XRD data. The ZnO (002) peak for 
this thin film has shifted about - 0.3 o. The highest saturate magnetization for this Cu-
doped ZnO thin film is at the value of 3.1 emu/cm3. It is convinced that the presence of 
oxygen gas during the thin film deposition is important in controlling the ferromagnetism. 
PLD gas chamber of nitrogen and vacuum environment do not produce magnetic thin 
film. 
 Finally, the key point to successfully synthesize a good DMS solid solution is to 
firstly develop a suitable base to form the good crystalline and textured thin film. 
Crystalline structure thin film is important as it might provide high possibility of the 
dopant to substitute into the semiconductor lattices. Only substituted lattice thin film is 
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considered as real intrinsic DMS. XRD peak shift is a good indicator to confirm the 
substitution process to take place in the thin film. Besides the substitution, chamber gas is 
also important to ensure the ferromagnetism. Without the presence of oxygen, the thin 
film might have too many oxygen vacancies, which is believed to reduce the spin-spin 
interaction.  
6.2 Future work 
The current progress has achieved some improvement in understanding the 
synthesis process of intrinsic DMS and the magnetic contribution to the future spin 
devices. In order to further explore DMS and make it more useful in the future spin 
devices, the transport property should be deeply investigated. The DMS transport 
property can be measured by Hall effect. Important information about the nature of the 
conduction process in semiconductors may be obtained through analysis of this effect. In 
ferromagnetic materials (and paramagnetic materials in a magnetic field), the Hall 
resistivity includes an additional contribution, known as the anomalous Hall effect (or the 
extraordinary Hall effect), which depends directly on the magnetization of the material, 
and is often much larger than the ordinary Hall effect. Although a well-recognized 
phenomenon, there is still debate about its origins in the various DMS materials. The 
anomalous Hall effect can be either an extrinsic or an intrinsic.  
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 Besides studying the transport property, future work can also focus on doping 
different types of dopants and try to search for better DMS. Doping of aluminium (Al3+) 
and lithium (Li+) in both ZnO and TiO2 semiconductors can be considered in the future 
plan. The purpose to dope these elements is that both the elements are non-magnetic. 
Their oxide phase or the precipitated secondary phases are also non-magnetic. 
Furthermore, copper has an oxidation state of +2, while aluminium has a +3 and lithium 
has a +1. With the doping of different oxidation states of the elements, a detailed 
comparison study can be carried out. It would be very meaningful to have a fine tune and 
develop the optimal performance among the potential DMS.  
 
 
